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Abstract
Tilt measurement is useful for a variety of applications. In medical
eld, the tilt angles can be used to determine inclinations of the hu-
man bodies, angles of human joints, as well as orientations of surgical
devices. Tilt measurement is also necessary for consumer electronics,
industrial electronics, avionics, and other applications in both civil
and military, which require the inclinations of an object with respect
to either vertical axis or horizontal plane.
Measuring the tilt angles with inertial sensors is a well-known tech-
nique. An accelerometer can sense any change in a linear velocity as
well as measuring the constant gravitational acceleration. Hence, by
using a triaxial acceleration sensor, three orthogonal projections of the
gravity vector onto the sensor frame can be determined for computing
the tilt angles. The calculation formulas depend on the denition of
the tilt angles which can be classied into some major types.
Both analog and digital accelerometers are commonly utilized for mea-
suring the tilt angles. Digital accelerometers are a good choice in many
cases, whereas an analog accelerometer could be necessary when the
system requirements are beyond the capability of the digital sensor.
However, when using the analog sensors, the eects of the electromag-
netic interference must be taken into account.
Another challenge in measuring the tilt angles is the inuence of move-
ment and vibration. Any linear acceleration can perturb the sensor
data, and therefore may degrade the measurement accuracy. Conse-
quently, additional sensors or algorithms should be integrated into the
systems if the static or quasi-static conditions cannot be guaranteed.
The objectives of this work are to partially solve the limitations of
the tilt measurement technique in the medical eld. The whole work
is divided into four elemental studies. The rst three studies are pro-
posed based on the same idea that is the interference cancellation can
be achieved by changing the mounting orientation of the acceleration
sensors. In each study, a rotation matrix is proposed to rotate the sen-
sor frame and convert the calculation formulas. This change allows
computing the tilt angles from the dierences between the voltages of
three sensor outputs. Thus, an advantage of the dierential signaling
technique, that is interference immunity, is taken within the single-
ended systems. In spite of using the same mechanism, each study
plays a dedicated role because they improve three major types of the
tilt components.
In the last study, a new sensor-fusion method is proposed to reduce
the eects of motion on the tilt angles. The key algorithm is a so-
called predict-and-choose process which combines the accelerometer
readings and the output data of a triaxial gyroscope. During the
dynamic states, this process predicts three gravitational components
to estimate the tilt angles. Therefore, the dependence of the computed
results on the motion can be reduced.
In each study, both simulations and experiments have been performed
to validate the proposed methods. The results showed signicant im-
provements in the output angles. Although there are some shortcom-
ings that need to be addressed in a further research, the reported
results may contribute to increasing the applicability of the tilt mea-
surement technique in medical systems. Moreover, the advantages of
the rst three studies could be useful for applications in other elds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides an outline of the whole work. In the rst section, an
overview of the tilt measurement technique and its challenges are introduced.
This is the basis for the research objectives in the following section. After that,
the outstanding results of each elemental study are summarized to highlight the
contributions of the work. Finally, a listing of all chapters provides a panoramic
view of the entire study.
1.1 Overview
In recent years, the development of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
technology allows utilizing the inertial sensors in more and more applications,
including tilt measurement. A low cost three-axis MEMS accelerometer, with
a size of a few millimeters, can measure three Cartesian components of any ac-
celeration. In the static or quasi-static conditions, these components are three
elements of the gravitational vector, by which the tilt angles can be computed
with trigonometric formulas. Because of the small size and ease of use, the MEMS
accelerometers are not only integrated into new designs, but also used to upgrade
the existing systems.
Measuring the orientation with accelerometers has some major challenges.
First, the sensor errors could signicantly aect the measurement accuracy. Thus,
1
1.2 Objectives
many studies have focused on sensor calibration, sensor-fusion, and calculation
algorithm to reduce the inuence of these intrinsic limitations. An analog ac-
celerometer can overcome some common limitations of the digital sensors. How-
ever, when using the analog accelerometer, we face another challenge: interference
susceptibility. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) can cause unwanted signals in
transmission lines, and therefore disturb the nal results. Although prevailing
methods of interference reduction can eectively suppress the external noise, al-
most all solutions require additional hardware or software or both of them, which
could limit the applicability of the measurement system. The last challenge is the
highest barrier in tilt measurement: eects of motion. According to the above
mechanism, when vibration or movement appears, the accelerometer readings are
no longer the gravitational components. In this case, additional processes or sen-
sors are necessary to maintain the measurement accuracy. However, all of them
have their own advantages and drawbacks. In general, there is always the need
for developing the new methods which address the above limitations in the new
way to expand the applicability of the tilt measurement systems.
1.2 Objectives
The objectives of this work are to partially solve the limitations of the tilt mea-
surement technique in the medical eld. The whole work consists of four elemental
studies. The rst three studies address the limitation of interference susceptibility
of the analog accelerometers for expanding the applicability. Meanwhile, reducing
the eects of motion on the tilt angles is taken into account in the last study.
First three studies have the same basic idea in which the sensor frame of
an accelerometer is rotated by rotation matrices before being attached onto the
measured object. This change allows converting the conventional calculation
formulas to take an advantage of the dierential signaling technique within a
single-ended system. Hence, the interference cancellation can be achieved without
the need for any additional hardware or software. Because the tilt angles can be
dened in various ways and each of them plays a dedicated role, three studies
have been proposed to improve three major types of the tilt components.
2
1.3 Contributions
In the fourth study, the eects of motion on the tilt angles are reduced by
a new sensor-fusion method. This method allows estimating three gravitational
components under all conditions. The key algorithm is a so-called predict-and-
choose process which combines the output data of an accelerometer and a gyro-
scope. The calculation algorithm guarantees that even in highly dynamic testing
conditions, the estimated angles are reliable without any cumulative error. This
study is developed to be applied in new surgical devices, particularly for natural
orice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) systems.
Because of time and equipment constraints, the scope of the whole work is
limited to be applied in the initially expected area, the medical eld. The applica-
tions would be expanded if further studies are conducted under other conditions
with dedicated measurement systems. Although this prediction has not been val-
idated, the author believes that the idea of the rst three studies can be utilized
to enhance the EMI immunity and reduce the hardware complexity for many
applications in a variety of elds.
1.3 Contributions
This work contributes three methods of EMI reduction and a method of sensor-
fusion to enhance the accuracy of the tilt measurement systems. In order to
highlight the dierence among the rst three methods, the denition of the tilt
should be briey claried.
According to the literature, the author classied the denitions of the tilt into
two categories: using Euler angles and using the geometrical relations (non-Euler
angles). In the rst type, two of the three Euler angles in yaw-pitch-row sequence
(ZYX convention), namely pitch and roll, are used to dene two components of the
tilt. These angles play dierent roles, and therefore have dierent applications.
In the second category, the tilt is dened by the geometrical relations between the
sensor frame and the reference frame. In this type, the tilt has two components;
however, their roles are interchangeable because of the similarity in the denitions.
Hence, three are three major types of the tilt angles.
3
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are listed below:
EMI reduction in measuring the pitch angle By proposing a so-called
pitch-improved rotation matrix (R) to dene a new mounting orientation for
the accelerometers, the author achieved a new measurement method in which the
pitch angle can be measured without any error caused by EMI. The experimen-
tal results showed that the error in the pitch angle was reduced 2{20 times, in
comparison with the conventional method. Hence, the second angle of the ZYX
convention Euler angles was improved.
EMI reduction in measuring the roll angle In this study, the author also
proposed a so-called roll-improved rotation matrix (R) to dene a new mounting
orientation for the accelerometers. Then, the new method was validated by an
upgraded simulation model and a new experimental system. The results showed
that by this method, the error in the roll angle was reduced 5{22.5 times. Con-
sequently, the third angle of the ZYX convention Euler angles was signicantly
improved.
EMI reduction in measuring both non-Euler angles In the third study,
the author theoretically proposed a solution to improve the two interchangeable
tilt components simultaneously by a rotation matrix, R1;2 . After this change,
both non-Euler tilt angles can be immune to EMI at the same time, instead of only
one angle as in the two above studies. Additionally, some alternative solutions
for rotating the sensor were also proposed. Each of them rotates the sensor frame
in a dierent way. Thus, the mechanical attachment in each application will be
more exible.
Sensor-fusion in tilt measurement for surgical devices In this contribu-
tion, the author proposed the predict-and-choose process to combine the output
data of an accelerometer and a gyroscope. This process allows predicting the
gravitational components for calculating the tilt angles under both static and dy-
namic states. Compared with results of a reference method, the proposed method
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has smaller errors, smoother angle changes, and a smaller delay time, although
the complexity of the hardware is almost unchanged.
The methods in the rst three contributions have a common outstanding
advantage that is the external EMI can be rejected without the need for any
additional component or extra process. The EMI cancellation mechanism of
the balanced lines has been achieved, although the proposed systems are single-
ended. In other words, the author's designs take an advantage of the dierential
signaling technique without the need for dierential accelerometers, additional
connection wires, and other necessary components of the dierential systems. In
conclusion, a totally new idea of EMI reduction in tilt measurement has been
proposed, developed, and validated. This idea may be a good solution for many
applications; particularly when the sensor is far from the processing circuit, the
whole system works in a strong noise environment, and the size of all components
should be kept to a minimum.
1.4 Structure of This Work
This dissertation is composed of seven chapters. Chapter 1 has provided the
outline of the whole work. The next chapters are listed below:
Chapter 2 summarizes a technical background of the tilt measurement tech-
nique and reviews the related studies. The content of this chapter includes:
rotation and mathematical representation, tilt denition and angle calculation,
and the common limitations of tilt measurement with inertial sensors. Simulta-
neously, many related studies are reviewed.
Chapter 3 describes the new method of interference reduction in measuring the
pitch angle with analog accelerometers. The structure of this chapter is similar
to a scientic research articles, including descriptions of the method, simulation
steps, and experiments processes.
Chapter 4 presents a development and validation of the new interference re-
duction method for measuring the roll angle with analog accelerometers. The
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structure of this chapter is similar to chapter 2. However, the objectives and
implements of the two studies are dierent.
Chapter 5 briey introduces the method that simultaneously improves the
noise immunity of both non-Euler angles. Only equations are formulated here
because there is no change in the validation method. This chapter also provides
overall evaluations of the three presented studies and develops some alternative
mounting solutions.
Chapter 6 presents the new method for estimating the tilt angles of endo-
scopic images. Here, the new sensor-fusion method that combines the data of an
accelerometer and a gyroscope is proposed. The results are evaluated by being
applied in a well-known application, endoscopic horizon stabilization.
The dissertation ends with conclusions and future works in chapter 7.
6
Chapter 2
Technical Background and
Literature Review
This chapter presents an overview of tilt measurement and reviews the related
studies. In the rst section, the fundamental of rotation and mathematical repre-
sentations are briey presented. This part provides the most important concepts
and equations for the whole work. In the next section, a variety of the tilt
denitions in many studies are reviewed. Conventional methods of tilt sensing
with inertial sensors are also described in this part. The last section summa-
rizes major challenges in tilt measurement, including limitations of the sensor
and limitations of the calculation algorithm. Some prevailing solutions are also
introduced to clarify the novelty of the contributions in this work.
2.1 Rotation and Representation
2.1.1 Basic Concepts
In three dimensions, any rotation of a point about a reference frame can be
performed by a 3 3 rotation matrix. The rotation, therefore, can be expressed
by an equation, as in Eqn. (2.1). Here, the rotation matrix Ra rotates the point
represented by a column vector v to a new position represented by v0; the reference
7
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frame is XYZ. In some cases, row vectors can also be used if the positions of Ra
and v in the matrix multiplication are interchanged. The superscript a in Ra
denotes the active rotation (alibi transformation) in which the point is moved
while the reference frame is xed [32], as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a). In many cases,
the passive rotation (alias transformation) is preferred. Here, the point (or vector
v) is xed while the reference frame (XYZ) moves in the opposite direction, as in
Fig. 2.1(b). This representation is very popular in engineering, when sensors are
placed on the moving parts.
24 v0Xv0Y
v0Z
35 = Ra33
24 vXvY
vZ
35 (2.1)
X
Y
v
v'
X
Y
v
X'
Y'
γ
γ
(b)(a)
Z
Z
Figure 2.1: A rotation about Z-axis: (a) active rotation and (b) passive rotation
Every rotation can be achieved by composing three elemental rotations which
are the rotations about three axes of the Cartesian coordinate system. Equiv-
alently, the rotation matrix Ra can be decomposed as the product of three el-
emental rotation matrices [13]. The rst elemental rotation matrix rotates the
point about the X-axis in Eqn. (2.2); the second one rotates the point about the
Y-axis in Eqn. (2.3); and the last matrix rotates the point about the Z-axis in
Eqn. (2.4). Here, the rotations are positive if they appear counterclockwise when
8
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observing in the negative direction of the corresponding rotation axes.
RaX() =
24 1 0 00 cos   sin
0 sin cos
35 (2.2)
RaY () =
24 cos  0 sin 0 1 0
  sin  0 cos 
35 (2.3)
RaZ() =
24 cos    sin  0sin  cos  0
0 0 1
35 (2.4)
When composing the above matrices, the position of the factors in the mul-
tiplication determines the order in the rotation sequence. Before distinguishing
this order, there are two terms should be claried: extrinsic rotation and intrinsic
rotation. Extrinsic rotations are rotations about the axes of the xed coordinate
system as depicted in Fig. 2.2(a), whereas intrinsic rotations are rotations about
the axes of the rotating coordinate system, as in Fig. 2.2(b). The rotating coordi-
nate system is initially aligned with the xed one; however, its orientation changes
after each elemental rotation [24]. Equation (2.5) is an example in which: if the
rotations are intrinsic, the rotation order is X-Y-Z; meanwhile, if the rotations
are extrinsic, the order is inverted. In the active rotations, because the reference
frame is xed, the extrinsic rotation is commonly used for representation. In
Eqn. (2.5), elements of Ra are calculated from the trigonometric functions of the
rotation angles. Here, s is the abbreviation of the sine function (e.g., s is sin),
while c is the abbreviation of the cosine function.
Ra = RaX()R
a
Y ()R
a
Z() =
24 cc  cs scs + ssc cc   sss  sc
ss   csc sc + css cc
35 (2.5)
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X
Y
X
Y
Z≡Z1 X1
Z2
X1
X2
Y1
Y2
Y1
Z≡Z1
RZ
RY
(a)
(b)
X
Y
X
Y
Z≡Z1
Y1
X1
Y1≡Y2
Z2
X1
X2
RZ
RY
Z≡Z1
Figure 2.2: Two types of rotation: (a) extrinsic rotation and (b) intrinsic rotation
2.1.2 Rotation of Sensors
In this work, the passive rotation is used. The main reason is that the sensors are
attached on the measured object; therefore, the coordinate system of the sensors
is moved, while the gravitational vector is xed. This means that the use of
the passive rotation is more convenient, as mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1. Because the
rotation directions of the reference frame (in passive rotation) and the rotation
of the point or vector (in active rotation) are always opposite, all sine functions
in rotation matrices of the passive rotation must be reversed in sign. On other
words, the rotation of the sensors can be represented by three elemental passive
10
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rotation matrices, as expressed in Eqn. (2.6), Eqn. (2.7), and Eqn. (2.8).
RX() =
24 1 0 00 cos sin
0   sin cos
35 (2.6)
RY () =
24 cos  0   sin 0 1 0
sin  0 cos 
35 (2.7)
RZ() =
24 cos  sin  0  sin  cos  0
0 0 1
35 (2.8)
The composition in Eqn. (2.9) represents a Z-Y-X passive rotation sequence.
The previously mentioned extrinsic rotations (active) become intrinsic rotations
(passive) in this equation because the sensors are rotated about the axes of them-
selves. This rotation sequence is widely known as the yaw-pitch-roll order or ZYX
convention Euler angles which is commonly used in orientation measurement;
more details are described in the next sections.
R = RX()RY ()RZ() =
24 cc cs  sssc   cs sss + cc sc
csc + ss css   sc cc
35 (2.9)
2.2 Overview of Tilt Measurement
2.2.1 Denitions of the Tilt Angles
There are two common methods to dene the tilt of an object. In the rst method,
two of the three Euler angles in yaw-pitch-roll sequence, namely roll and pitch,
are used to represent the tilt of an object with respect to the horizontal plane
[15, 20, 37], as depicted in Fig. 2.3. The initial position of the sensor, with the
positive O3-axis in the vertical downward direction, is considered as the reference
frame. In this sequence, yaw does not aect the tilt (therefore 	 is considered as
11
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3
rd
Roll, Φ
1
st
Yaw, Ψ
2
nd
Pitch, ΘO2
O1
O3
O'2
O'1
O'3
O2
O1
O3
Φ
Θ
(b)(a)
Figure 2.3: Denition of the tilt angles based on the yaw-pitch-roll order Euler
angles: (a) initial position and (b) two tilt angles
zero in Fig. 2.3), pitch () changes the inclination of the O1-axis, and roll ()
is the rotation angle of the object about the moving O1-axis [13]. Since the two
angle play dierent roles, they are not interchangeable.
In the second method, two components of the tilt are dened as shown in
Fig. 2.4. Here, one angle (1) is the inclination of the O1-axis, while another
one (2) is the inclination of the O2-axis, with respect to the horizontal plane
[27, 28, 45]. This denition is not based on any rotation sequence; therefore, the
roles of the two components are interchangeable. When being compared with the
Euler angles, 1 seem to be same as . In contrast, 2 is really dierent from ,
particularly when jj increases to 90 deg.
In some studies, a similar denition of 1;2 can be found. In Fig. 2.5(a), the
tilt components (01 and 
0
2) are dened as the angles of the O1- and O2-axes with
the vertical upward direction [30]. Meanwhile, in Fig. 2.5(b), the angle between
O3-axis and the negative gravitational vector (3) is used [31]. In this work, 1;2,
12
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O'2
O'1
O'3
l1
l2
θ1
θ2
Figure 2.4: Denition of the tilt in which two components are interchangeable
O'2
O'1
O'3
θ'1
θ'2
O'2
O'1
O'3
θ3
(b)(a)
Figure 2.5: Another denition of the tilt based on the non-Euler angles: (a) the
tilt has two components and (b) only one inclination is used
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01;2, and 3 are called non-Euler angles. Although there are some dierences
between their denitions and applications; the values of 1;2, 
0
1;2, and 3 can be
calculated by the same method. Therefore, in this work, only calculations of 1
and 2 are taken into account.
2.2.2 Conventional Method of Tilt Measurement
2.2.2.1 Sensors and the Mounting Orientation
Tilt measurement with triaxial accelerometers is a well-known technique. The
basic concept is that the tilt angles can be calculated from three components of
the gravitational vector (g). In general, the mounting position of the sensor is
customizable as long as their coordinate axes are parallel to those of the measured
object, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Hence, the tilt of the sensor is also the inclination
of the measured object. During static or quasi-static conditions, the tilt angles
are calculated from absolute voltages of the sensor outputs; the formulas depend
on which type of angles is used to dene the tilt.
X
Z
Y
O2
O1
O3 g
Figure 2.6: Coordinate system of the measured object and the conventional
mounting method for accelerometers
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2.2.2.2 Using the Euler Angles
When using the Euler angles, calculation of the tilt is built from the rotation
sequence. As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2, the rotation matrix of the yaw-pitch-roll
order (ZYX convention) Euler angles is expressed in Eqn. (2.9). Because the Z-
axis of the reference frame points vertically downward, the gravitational vector is
initially represented by a column vector that is [0 0 1]T . Thus, when the rotation
sequence changes the orientation of the sensor, new coordinates of g are calculated
by Eqn. (2.10) and then by Eqn. (2.11). Here, g has been normalized to make
sure the rigor of the equation.
g = RZY X
24 00
1
35 (2.10)
1
jgj
24 gXgY
gZ
35 =
24   sincos sin
cos cos
35 (2.11)
On the basis of Eqn. (2.11), the value of  can be computed by Eqn. (2.12) and
 is computed in Eqn. (2.13). These calculations can also be built from Fig. 2.7.
In Eqn. (2.12), the arctan 2 function (with two arguments) is used instead of the
arctan function (only one argument) to return the appropriate quadrant of the
computed angle. The arctan 2 function can gather information on the signs of
the two inputs and the output of the tradition arctan function, whose range is
( =2, +=2), to return the correct result in the range of ( , +).
 = arctan 2(gY ; gZ) (2.12)
 = arcsin
 
  gXp
g2X + g
2
Y + g
2
Z
!
(2.13)
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g
Y
X
Z
X'
Y' Z'
Initial frame 
(reference)
Moving 
frame
2nd and 3rd
Euler angles
(Θ and Φ)
gXgY
gZ
Θ
Φ
Vertical planes
Figure 2.7: Calculation of the tilt when using the Euler angles
2.2.2.3 Using the Non-Euler Angles
Because the non-Euler angles are dened by the geometric relations, the calcula-
tion of the tilt is built visually. In Fig. 2.8, the sum of 1 and the angle between
gX and g is 90 deg. Hence, 1 can be computed by Eqn. (2.14). Here, in order
to make the form of Eqn. (2.14) be same as Eqn. (2.13), a minus sign is added.
In other works, this sign could be changed, depending on the convention of the
author. Similarly, 2 can be determined by Eqn. (2.15). When the tilt angles are
dened by the remaining methods (see Fig. 2.5), their values can be calculated
by the same type of equation or computed from 1 and 2.
1 = arcsin
 
  gXp
g2X + g
2
Y + g
2
Z
!
(2.14)
2 = arcsin
 
  gYp
g2X + g
2
Y + g
2
Z
!
(2.15)
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Figure 2.8: Calculation of the tilt when using the non-Euler angles
2.3 Major Challenges and Prevailing Solutions
2.3.1 Limitations of Digital Accelerometers
Both analog and digital accelerometers are commonly utilized for measuring the
tilt angles. Because of the convenience and the EMI immunity, the digital ac-
celerometers are good choices in many applications. However, this type of the
acceleration sensor has certain limitations.
The limitations of the digital accelerometers are due to the on-chip analog
to digital converters (ADCs). The on-chip ADCs commonly have limited data
rates (e.g., 400{800 Hz) and limited data resolutions (e.g., 8{16 bits). In certain
orientations, the limitation of the resolution could have a signicant eect on
the measurement accuracy because the tilt angles are calculated by non-linear
functions [27]. On the other hand, the built-in ADCs generally have very few
conversion modes, without an external trigger. This means that if the sensor
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data need to be synchronized with an external clock source [20], the precise
timing may not be guaranteed. Another problem is the digital switching noise in
analog units (inside the MEMS) caused by sharing power and ground with digital
units on a common substrate [35]. Figure 2.9 demonstrates the eects in a digital
accelerometer which is similar to a mixed-mode IC. Because the connection wires
have resistances (2 Rwire), any fast transient in the digital signals will cause a
ripple in both common power source and ground point of the MEMS. In addition,
there is a coupling eect between the digital and analog units. Thus, the sensitive
portions in the analog units may be disturbed, and therefore the error could be
generated.
Data
Clock
Rwire
Rwire
3.3 V
0 V
3.3 V
0 V
3.3 V
0 V
MEMS
Analog
units
Digital
units
 
Processing 
circuit
3.3 V
0 V
Figure 2.9: Inuence of digital switching noise and crosstalk in digital accelerom-
eters
2.3.2 Advantages and Drawbacks of Analog Sensors
When using the analog accelerometers, the mentioned above drawbacks of the dig-
ital accelerometers can be solved by adding an external ADC. The performance of
the external ADCs is chosen to satisfy requirements of each application. Although
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the intrinsic noise of the accelerometers itself could reduce the eective resolution
of the output data, this should be less a problem when more advanced sensors are
used. This type of the accelerometer also has another advantage that is to allow
processing the output signals in analog form [6]. In this case, the response speed
can be maximized and the tilt can be determined without any quantization error.
However, single-ended signals are very sensitive to electromagnetic interference
presents on connection wires [42]. Therefore, EMI suppression is important if we
want to take the full advantage of the analog accelerometers.
EMI can be reduced by many methods. Some common solutions are intro-
duced in [46]. One of the simplest methods of EMI reduction is using lters.
However, the lters always cause time delay, and therefore limit the bandwidth
of the output signals. Figure 2.10 demonstrates an example in which the exter-
nal noise in sensor signals (three upper graphs) causes signicant errors in the
unltered output angle (fourth graph). Meanwhile, when a digital lter is used,
the disturbance is almost rejected (last graph). However, the required sample
for ltering is up to 200 when using a moving average lter. This could cause a
remarkable time delay and should be avoided in many cases. Other methods are
using shielded cables, shielding system, and preprocessors. They can isolate the
analog circuits from the external EMI or convert the signals to other forms be-
fore transmitting. However, these methods are not suitable when the installment
space must be minimized, as in [20].
2.3.3 Limitations of the Measurement Method
Tilt measurement with accelerometers is based on a vital assumption that is the
sensors are static or quasi-static. When there is no movement, the accelerometer
can exactly measure three components (gX , gY , and gZ) of the gravitational
vector. In actual, movement and vibration could appear; the magnitude and
orientation of these motions are represented by a linear acceleration vector (a).
Thus, the accelerometer readings are three components of F which is the sum of
g and a, as depicted in Fig. 2.11. Consequently, components of g and those of
F are dierent. In other words, using accelerometer readings to compute the tilt
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Figure 2.10: External noise and the eects on the computed tilt angles
angles could not be precise under the dynamic conditions. Hence, there is a need
for special algorithms, additional sensors, or both of them.
In medical applications, the use of special algorithms and additional sensors
for tilt measurement can be found in many studies [8]. Holler et al. proposed a
horizon stabilization device that uses a triaxial accelerometer mounted on the tip
of a exible endoscope [19, 20]. They also proposed an algorithm to reduce shock-
based error [18]. However, their algorithm quanties the linear acceleration based
on a comparison between magnitude of F and g without their direction, which
is not sucient [7]. Figure 2.12 illustrates a context when this algorithm cannot
20
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g
X
Y
Z
gX
gY
gZFXFY
FZ
a
F
Figure 2.11: Dierences between the gravitational components and the accelerom-
eter readings when the linear acceleration is nonzero
distinguish two values of . The problem is clearly depicted in Figure 2.12(b)
in which F is dierent from g while jFj completely equals jgj. In this case,
although the sensor is aligned horizontally, its readings are same as the sensor
data in Figure 2.12(a), when  =  30 deg. Another study of endoscopic horizon
stabilization was conducted by Warren et al. [47] in which the algorithm is based
on that of Holler et al. Hence, both studies could have a same limitation.
Angle measurement using accelerometer and gyroscope is common in medical
applications. Luinge et al. examined tilt angle measurements of the human body
[31] and improved the method by adding a triaxial gyroscope [29]. Their method
requires some assumptions, which could limit the application. In some studies,
gyroscopes and accelerometers are used to measure the joint angles of the human
body [12, 48]. However, the calculations in 2D models are dierent from those
in 3D models. The fundamentals of the combination among an accelerometer, a
gyroscope, and a Kalman lter can be found in [30]. However, the method is still
limited to stationary or nearly stationary subjects. In general, measuring the tilt
angles in the static or nearly static state is simple. Under the inuence of motion,
estimating the tilt angles is still a challenge. Moreover, reducing the size of the
sensors and hardware is an important requirement for many medical devices.
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Figure 2.12: Quantifying the linear acceleration by comparing magnitude of F
and g: (a) there is no confusion and (b) appearance of the error
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the author has presented the fundamentals of tilt measurement,
including rotation and mathematical representation, tilt denition and angle cal-
culations, and the common limitations of the measurement technique that uses
the inertial sensors. Simultaneously, many related studies have been reviewed to
complement a panoramic view of the background. The concepts, terminologies,
and equations in this chapter are very important for the subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3
EMI Reduction: in Measuring
the Pitch Angle
This chapter presents the rst study on interference reduction in measuring the
tilt angles with analog accelerometers. First, the sensor is mounted on a special
orientation which is dened by a rotation matrix. After that, new calculation
formulas were built from the rotation sequence. This allows computing the pitch
angle from the dierential voltage between sensor signals to avoid the inuence
of the common-mode interference. Both simulation and experimental results
conrmed that the pitch angle can be immune to the external noise. Hence, by
using the proposed method, one tilt angle can be precisely measured without the
need for shielded cables, lters, and preprocessors [9].
3.1 Introduction
The objective of this study is to improve the EMI immunity of the pitch angle,
the second rotation in the yaw-pitch-roll order Euler angles. First and foremost,
a new mounting orientation for the analog accelerometer is dened based on a so-
called pitch-improved rotation matrix. After that, the corresponding calculation
formulas are built. In the new equations, the pitch angle is computed from
the dierential voltage between sensor outputs, whereas the roll angle is still
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calculated from single-ended values. This means that the pitch angle is not
dependent on the common-mode interference which disturbs all sensor outputs
identically. All external noise tends to induce only the common-mode signal
on the lines while the same connections minimize dierential voltage due to the
interference [21].
The proposed method was examined by simulations and conrmed by ex-
periments. In simulations, the author theoretically veried the new calculation
method and its capability to reduce the interference. The results showed that
the pitch angle can be precisely calculated under the disturbance of external
noise. The output angles and noise intensity are almost independent. On the
other hand, there is no improvement in roll angle, in comparison to conventional
method. The experimental results showed that the power of the external noise
can be reduced up to 165 times (about 22 dB) and the angle error in the pitch
angle can be reduced up to 20 times in average.
3.2 Proposed Method
3.2.1 New Mounting Orientation
The new sensor mounting orientation is dened based on the pitch-improved
rotation matrix, R. This matrix is built up from two elemental rotations: the
rst one rotates the sensor frame about the X-axis by  = 45 deg and the second
one rotates the sensor about the Z-axis by  = 45 deg. After these rotations,
the old sensor frame that is XYZ-frame becomes xyz-frame, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.1. It should be noted that the tilt angles are not dependent on the
sensor mounting method because they actually represent the orientation of the
measured object. When changing the mounting orientation of the sensor, the tilt
angles are not aected; however, the calculation algorithm must be altered.
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Figure 3.1: The denition of the proposed orientation in measuring the pitch
angle
3.2.2 New Calculation Formulas
New calculation formulas are built based on the rotation matrix. First, because
the sensor frame is rotated about the axes of itself, these rotations are passive and
intrinsic. Hence, two elemental rotations expressed in Eqn. (2.6) and Eqn. (2.8)
are combined to calculate R in Eqn. (3.1). After substituting the given values
of  and , all elements of R are identied in Eqn. (3.2). This matrix rotates
the sensor frame by Eqn. (3.3) in which gx, gy, and gz are three components of
the gravitational vector on the new sensor frame (xyz-frame). On the basis of
Eqn. (3.3) and Eqn. (2.11), the relation between the gravitational components
and the tilt angles is determined in Eqn. (3.4).
R = RZ()RX()
=
24 cos  cos sin  sin sin   sin  cos cos  cos  sin
0   sin cos
35 (3.1)
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R =
1
2
24 p2 1 1 p2 1 1
0  p2 p2
35 (3.2)
1
jgj
24 gxgy
gz
35 = R 1jgj
24 gXgY
gZ
35 (3.3)
1
jgj
24 gxgy
gz
35 = 1
2
24  p2 sin + cos sin + cos cosp2 sin + cos sin + cos cos
 p2 cos sin +p2 cos cos
35 (3.4)
The tilt angles can be calculated by combining the sub-equations in Eqn. (3.4).
First, these sub-equations are numbered 1{3 from top to bottom. Then, by
subtracting two sides of Eqn. (3.4.1) from the corresponding sides of Eqn. (3.4.2),
sin can be determined by Eqn. (3.5). Similarly, Eqn. (3.6) and Eqn. (3.7) are
the results of the combination among three sub-equations in two dierent ways.
Thus, tan can be calculated by Eqn. (3.8).
sin =
p
2
2
(gy   gx)
jgj (3.5)
(gx + gy  
p
2gz)
jgj = 2 cos sin (3.6)
(gx + gy +
p
2gz)
jgj = 2 cos cos (3.7)
tan =
gx + gy  
p
2gz
gx + gy +
p
2gz
(3.8)
Finally, the tilt angles can be computed from the output voltages (Ux, Uy,
and Uz) of the sensor by Eqn. (3.9) and Eqn. (3.10) because these voltages are
directly proportional to the gravitational components.
sin =
p
2
2
(Uy   Ux)p
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z
(3.9)
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tan =
Ux + Uy  
p
2Uz
Ux + Uy +
p
2Uz
(3.10)
3.2.3 Interference Cancellation Mechanism
First, the eects of the external noise are considered. Because of the disturbance
on the transmission lines, the measured voltages (Umx, Umy, and Umz) are the
sum of the sensor signals and external noise (nx, ny, and nz), respectively. By
using well-balanced lines for signal connections, we can assume that nx, ny, and
nz are identical (nx = ny = nz = n). In other words, they are common-mode
interference. This assumption is reasonable in actual condition [21].
Second, in practical measurement, all voltages in Eqn. (3.9) and Eqn. (3.10)
must be substituted by the measured values. Although the signals are aected
by noise, the value of U dened in Eqn. (3.11) can be restored from Um dened
in Eqn. (3.12). Ideally, U is a constant and equal to the sensor sensitivity. How-
ever, because of the sensor error, the magnitude of U slowly changes during the
operation. Hence, the value U can be recovered by ltering Um with a low cuto
frequency. This lter allows updating the changes in U (caused by the sensor
error) and rejecting the disturbance of EMI. It should be noted that the above
lter absolutely does not aect the response speed of the measurement system.
U =
q
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z (3.11)
Um =
q
U2mx + U
2
my + U
2
mz (3.12)
Finally, the tilt angles are calculated by Eqn. (3.13) and Eqn. (3.14). In
Eqn. (3.13), the term of the external noise (n) is eliminated. This means that
the result is not dependent on the external noise. In contrast, the roll angle is
still disturbed by interference because the term of noise in Eqn. (3.14) aects the
result. In other words, there is no improvement in the roll angle.
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 = arcsin
"p
2
2
(Umy   Umx)
Um
#
= arcsin
"p
2
2
(Uy   Ux)
U
#
(3.13)
 = arctan 2
h
Umx + Umy  
p
2Umz

;
Umx + Umy +
p
2Umz
i
= arctan 2
nh
Ux + Uy  
p
2Uz + (2 
p
2)n
i
;h
Ux + Uy +
p
2Uz + (2 +
p
2)n
io
(3.14)
3.2.4 Calibration Process
In tilt measurement, both scale factor and zero-g level of the accelerometer should
be calibrated. This calibration can signicantly improve the measurement accu-
racy. In this study, the calibration was performed based on [36]. Here, a more
precise calibration is also described, including the improvement of cross-axis in-
teractions and any rotation of the sensor package on the circuit board. However,
this process requires some specic orientations, which may not be available in
practical implement.
3.3 Simulations
3.3.1 Simulation Setup
Simulations were performed to examine the new calculation algorithm. In Fig. 3.2,
the input tilt angles (O and O) are used to create the sensor outputs of two vir-
tual accelerometers. The rst sensor is on the conventional orientation, whereas
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Figure 3.2: Main components of the simulation model
the second one is on the proposed orientation. The sensitivity of both sensors is
1 V/g. A white Gaussian common-mode noise whose RMS value is 50{100 mV is
added to all sensor signals. This high intensity is chosen to demonstrate the ca-
pability of the proposed algorithm to reduce the external noise. The conventional
method [37] calculates C and C , whereas the proposed method computes P
and P . All results are compared to the original angles for evaluation. Because
the roll angle cannot be determined by accelerometer when O = 90 deg, all
simulations are performed with the range of O is  89 to +89 deg and O is
 180 to +180 deg.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
Angles errors were used as the major criterion for evaluating. Hence, instead of
showing the computed angles, the author reported the dierences between each
angle and the corresponding original value.
The simulation results are shown in following gures. In Fig. 3.3, all dier-
ences between the computed angles and the original ones are equal to zero. This
means that, theoretically, there is no limitation in the formulas of the proposed
method when being compared with those of the conventional method. In the next
test, when the RMS value of the external noise is 50 mV, Fig. 3.4(a) shows that
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Figure 3.3: Precise results of both methods when there is no noise
Figure 3.4: Angle errors under the eects of the external noise: nRMS = 50 mV
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Figure 3.5: Angle errors under the eects of the external noise: nRMS = 100 mV
the error of the pitch angle of the proposed method always equals to zero. Thus,
this angle does not depend on the common-mode noise. In contrast, there is no
improvement in the roll angle. The roll angle and both angles of the conventional
method in Fig. 3.4(b) change randomly. When the RMS value of external noise
increases to 100 mV, the results are shown in Fig. 3.5. The dierences between
Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 conrm that stronger interference causes larger errors in P ,
C , and C . These gures also point out the dependences of angle errors on the
increment of the pitch angle.
Therefore, in the last evaluation, the mean value and standard deviation of
the angle errors in some specic ranges of the pitch angle are considered. In this
test, both input angles were changed; the increment step is 1 deg. The ranges of
the pitch angle increase from  89 to +89 deg. The results are shown in Table 3.1;
then dierences between them are illustrated in Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7. The pitch
angle of the proposed method has no error. Meanwhile, the pitch angle computed
by the conventional method has signicant deviations (SD = 5.2{5.8 deg). When
the slop of the sensor (absolute value of the pitch angle) increases, the variability
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Table 3.1: Dependence of angle errors (mean and SD) on the range of the pitch
angle
Range
No.
Values of
O (deg)
Mean (and SD) of errors (deg)
In P In C In P In C
1  89 to  80 0 3.4  0.4 0
(0) (5.2) (68.6) (64.2)
2  80 to  60 0 0.9 0.1  0.1
(0) (5.5) (28.9) (23.7)
3  60 to  30 0 0.3  0.1  0.1
(0) (5.6) (10.7) (8.6)
4  30 to 30 0 0 0 0
(0) (5.8) (7.5) (6.1)
5 30 to 60
0  0.2 0.2 0.1
(0) (5.6) (10.7) (8.7)
6 60 to 80
0  1.0  0.2 0.3
(0) (5.5) (28.1) (22.6)
7 80 to 89
0  3.3 1.0 0.1
(0) (5.3) (68.6) (63.6)
of the SD is almost small while the mean values have a asymmetric change. This
means that when ltering the pitch angle of the conventional method, the use of
the average value could not be a good solution. On the other hand, the errors in
the roll angles of both methods are large. They also strongly increase when the
absolute value of the pitch angle increases. When pitch is close to 90 deg, the
roll angles of both methods are no longer reliable, although the mean values of
the errors are close to zero. Therefore, when comparing the angle errors of the
two methods, the disparity between the standard deviations is more important
than the dierence of the mean values.
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Figure 3.6: Errors in the computed pitch angles in dierent ranges of the original
pitch angle
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Figure 3.7: Errors in the computed roll angles in dierent ranges of the original
pitch angle
3.4 Experiments
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments are performed with two triaxial analog accelerometers attached
on a rotation frame. First of all, the type of the main sensors is chosen based on
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Table 3.2: Specications of the chosen accelerometer, KXR94-2050
Parameters
Units and values
Units Min Typ. Max
Zero-g oset V 1.6 1.65 1.7
Sensitivity mV/g 647 660 673
Non-linearity % of FS 0.1
Cross axis sensitivity % 2
Bandwidth ( 3 dB) Hz 640 800 960
Noise density g=
p
Hz 45
Supply voltage V 2.5 3.3 5.25
Analog output resistance k
 24 32 40
the noise density. Because the objective of the all test is to evaluate the intensity
of the external noise and the EMI immunity of the new method, the intrinsic
noise of the sensors should be minimized. In other words, lower noise density
the sensors have, more precise results we can achieve. Hence, the author chose
KXR94-2050 [2], a common type of analog accelerometers of Kionix, Inc. The
main specications of this sensor are given in Table 3.2. In comparison with
noise densities of other accelerometers, that can be found easily on the market,
such as 150 g=
p
Hz of ADXL335 [1], 350 g=
p
Hz of MMA7361LC [4], or 100
g=
p
Hz of KXSC7-2050 [3], the intrinsic noise of the chosen type (45 g=
p
Hz)
is signicantly smaller. Second, two sensors were attached onto the measurement
system: one of them was mounted by conventional method while the other was
attached on the proposed orientation with an adapter, as shown in Fig. 3.8.
Three-core twisted cables (1 m in length) are used to connect the sensors and
measuring circuits. Each cable is twisted from three enameled wires, as in Fig.
3.9. Because the diameter of each core is small (0.25 mm), the twisted cables are
thin and exible. The sensitivity of the sensor is low (660 mV/g at 3.3 V power
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Figure 3.8: Adapter for altering the attachment of the accelerometer
supply); therefore, all signals are amplied six times before processing. Hence,
the eective sensitivity of the accelerometer is 3.96 V/g.
All tests were conducted in the actual environment. The external noise is
the summation of unwanted or disturbing energy from all natural and man-made
sources. Both bandwidth and power density of the noise are uncontrollable and
unknown; however, its RMS value is measured and shown in the rst experiment.
The author performed the measurements under the stationary states. The rota-
tion frame was xed at the desire positions before each measurement to minimize
the disturbance of motion. The signals are captured by a digital oscilloscope and
then the data are processed by the computer software.
3.4.2 Experimental Results
First, the similarity of the external noise presents in single-ended signals is exam-
ined. The AC coupling mode was used to measure noise only. Figure 3.10 shows
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Figure 3.9: Analog accelerometer and the three-core twisted cable
the measured signals on the y-axis, x-axis, and the dierence between them.
The instantaneous variability of two rst charts is similar. The RMS value of
noise on the y-axis (113.1 mV) is almost equal to that on the x-axis (111.7 mV).
In addition, the RMS value of the dierential voltage between the y- and x-axes
is 8.8 mV. This means that the power of the noise is reduced about 165 times (22
dB) when working with dierential voltage. This result conrms the assumption
in Sec. 3.2.3.
Second, the eciency of EMI reduction is demonstrated in Fig. 3.11. Here,
the true value of the pitch angle is  25 deg and roll angle is  100 deg. The pitch
angle of the proposed method is stable, whereas that of the conventional method
uctuates over time. On the other hand, both roll angles are aected by noise;
their mean values are dierent.
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Figure 3.10: Noises in the connection wires and the dierence between them
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Figure 3.11: Stability of the pitch angle computed by proposed method and the
uctuations of the remaining angles
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Table 3.3: Errors (mean and SD) in computed angles on some specic orientations
Test
No.
True angles (deg) Mean (and SD) of errors (deg)
O O In P In C In P In C
1  80 50
2.1  1.9  13.3  19.0
(0.5) (2.1) (8.2) (5.6)
2  70  90
1.7  0.3  11.8  17.7
(0.3) (2.7) (6.9) (3.6)
3  30  170
0.9  0.2  7.0  4.1
(0.1) (1.8) (0.3) (1.4)
4  10 30
0.3 0.5  1.4 3.9
(0.1) (1.3) (1.0) (0.5)
5 0 0
0.2 0.1 0.5 0.2
(0.1) (1.1) (0.3) (1.1)
6 10 45
0.1 0.7 1.2 1.1
(0.1) (2.1) (1.9) (0.1)
7 30 160
 0.5 1.1  1.8 6.3
(0.1) (0.9) (1.9) (0.1)
8 70  50
 1.3 1.4 4.4 11
(0.3) (0.5) (4.9) (5.0)
9 80  20
 2.3 2.3 10.5 16.9
(0.5) (1.2) (3.3) (9.5)
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Figure 3.12: Dierences between the errors in the computed pitch angles
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Figure 3.13: Dierences between the errors in the computed roll angles
Finally, the author quantied the EMI immunity of the pitch angle on some
specic orientations. The signals were sampled 250 times in 10 ms for calculating
the angles and errors. After that, the mean value and standard deviation of the
angle errors are computed; the result is rounded to one decimal place and shown
on Table 3.3. Consequently, the comparisons between the errors of each angle are
clearly depicted in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13. In the pitch angles, errors of P and
C have the similar mean value. However, the variability of P is 2{20 times
smaller than that of C . When the absolute value of O is high, mean values of
errors increase, while the dierence between the standard deviations decreases.
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Hence, the improvement in the pitch angle is strongly depends on the slop of the
object. In the roll angles, the higher absolute value of O is, the larger errors
in the computed results of both methods occur. It should be noted that the
graphs shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 are the angles measured in a few individual
orientations. Therefore, the trend of the data in these gures is not clear and
changed irregularly.
3.5 Discussion
Compared with the conventional method, the proposed method has notable ad-
vantages. The conventional method calculates the tilt angles based on the abso-
lute voltages of single-ended signals, which are very sensitive to EMI. In contrast,
the proposed method computes the pitch angle from the dierential voltages.
Therefore, the new method takes an advantage of the dierential systems al-
though the outputs of the sensor are still the single-ended signals.
A major drawback of the proposed method is misalignment when mounting
the sensors. This problem causes systematic errors in the experimental result;
the values can be estimated from the nonzero mean values.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a new method of interference reduction in tilt sensing with ana-
log accelerometer has been presented. The new method is proposed based on
mounting the accelerometer on a new orientation and developing new calculation
formulas. The new formulas compute the pitch angle from the dierential voltage
which is immune to the external EMI. The measured data showed that by this
way, the power of noise can be reduced up to 165 times (22 dB); the standard
deviation of angle errors was reduced up to 20 times. Hence, this study can ex-
pand the applicability of analog accelerometers by changing the sensor mounting
orientation only. Although only the pitch angle is improved, this can meet the
requirements of many applications.
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Chapter 4
EMI Reduction: in Measuring
the Roll Angle
This chapter presents a development and validation of the new interference re-
duction method for measuring the roll angle with accelerometers. The main idea
of the study in this chapter is similar to that in the previous chapter: the roll
angle can be measured with less noise if both sensor orientation and calculation
formulas are changed by a suitable rotation matrix. The EMI immunity is due to
the calculation formulas using dierential voltages among sensor outputs. Once
again, the advantage of the dierential signaling technique is taken within the
single-ended system. Moreover, the sensor calibration, simulation model, and ex-
perimental system of the study in this chapter have been upgraded to evaluate the
new method more exactly. The results conrmed the notable eciency without
any additional hardware and software. This study could be useful for systems
which require the roll angle at high speed and high resolution with minimum
resources [10, 11].
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the EMI immunity of the roll angle, the third rotation in the
yaw-pitch-roll order Euler angles, is improved by a new measurement method.
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First, the author proposed a so-called roll-improved rotation matrix to dene a
new mounting orientation for the accelerometer. Then, the rotation matrix is
used to convert the conventional calculation formulas. After this conversion, the
roll angle is completely calculated from the dierences of the voltages between
the sensor outputs. Therefore, the computed value is immune to external EMI,
which perturbs all signals identically.
In comparison with the research in the previous chapter, the major work-
ing processes of the study in this chapter are upgraded. In the measurement
method, a complete calibration process, including sensor calibration and orien-
tation adjustment is introduced. In the simulation model, the dierential-mode
noise sources are added. This increases the reality of the input data and the
accuracy of the simulation results. In the experimental system, a dedicated DAQ
module is used instead of the digital oscilloscope. This change allows capturing
the signals at high resolution and high data rate.
The simulation and experiment results conrmed the eciency of the new
method. The noise power was reduced 230 times (23.6 dB) and the standard
deviation of angle errors could be reduced 5{22.5 times. In addition, there is
neither improvement nor signicant degradation in the pitch angle in comparison
with the conventional measurement method.
4.2 Proposed Method
4.2.1 Hardware System
The measurement system consists of three typical units, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The sensor unit is a three-axis analog accelerometer mounted on a small circuit;
the mounting orientation is described in Sec. 4.2.2. The next unit includes a
tiny paired cable for power supply and a three-core twisted cable for transmitting
three sensor signals. Here, the twisted cable is used to minimize the dierential-
mode EMI. The processing unit has several functions: subtracting the zero-g bias
voltage from the sensor outputs, then capturing the signals, and nally calculating
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Figure 4.1: Three major units in the hardware system
the angles. The star grounding is used to avoid any unwanted errors caused by
ground loops [17].
Regarding the device usage, the common types of electronic components and
equipment were used. The accelerometer (KXR94-2050, Kionix) has a full scale
of 2 g and a typical sensitivity of 660 mV/g. The twisted cable (1 m in length)
is twisted from three tiny enameled wires (0.25 mm in diameter). In the process-
ing circuit, instrumentation ampliers (INA128, Texas Instruments) are used for
voltage subtraction, while a compact hardware module (NI cDAQ-9178 and NI
9215, National Instruments) is utilized for data acquisition. Because the dynamic
range of the DAQ device is higher than sensor sensitivity, the gain of INA128 is
set to a value of 6.0. The angle calculations are performed by LabVIEW on a
personal computer.
4.2.2 New Mounting Orientation
Figure 4.2 illustrates the new mounting orientation for the accelerometer. This
orientation is dened by the roll-improved rotation matrix that rotates the XYZ-
frame about the Z-axis by  rst, and then about the new X-axis by . The
optimized values of  and  are proposed in Eqn. (4.1) to minimize the complexity
of the formulas, and furthermore improve the EMI immunity. Both  and  have
negative values because they represent the rotations which appear clockwise when
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Figure 4.2: The denition of the proposed orientation in measuring the roll angle
observing in the negative direction of the axes.
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The new orientation has distinctive features: O1-, O2-, and x-axes are co-
planar; their plane and the bisector plane of the angle between y- and z-axes are
parallel. In addition, three angles between O1- and x-axes, O1- and y-axes, O1-
and z-axes are simultaneously equal to jj.
4.2.3 New Calculation Formulas
The conventional formulas and the roll-improved rotation matrix were used to
build the new formulas. First, two elemental rotation matrices expressed in
Eqn. (2.6) and Eqn. (2.8) were combined to calculate R in Eqn. (4.2). Af-
ter substituting the given values of  and , all elements of R are identied in
Eqn. (4.3). This matrix rotates the sensor frame by Eqn. (4.4) in which gx, gy,
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and gz are three components of the gravitational vector on the new sensor frame
(xyz-frame). Hence, the relation between the gravitational components and the
tilt angles is determined in Eqn. (4.5).
R = RX()RZ()
=
24 cos  sin  0  cos sin  cos cos  sin
sin sin    cos  sin cos
35 (4.2)
R =
p
6
6
24 p2  2 0p2 1  p3p
2 1
p
3
35 (4.3)
1
jgj
24 gxgy
gz
35 = R
24   sincos sin
cos cos
35 (4.4)
1
jgj
24 gxgy
gz
35 = p6
6
24  p2 sin  2 cos sin p2 sin + cos sin p3 cos cos
 p2 sin + cos sin +p3 cos cos
35 (4.5)
The tilt angles can be calculated by combining the sub-equations in Eqn. (4.5).
First, by adding or subtracting each side of a sub-equation from the corresponding
sides of the others, some intermediate equations can be expressed in Eqn. (4.6),
Eqn. (4.7), and Eqn. (4.8).
(gz + gy   2gx)
jgj =
p
6 cos sin (4.6)
(gz   gy)
jgj =
p
2 cos cos (4.7)
(gx + gy + gz)
jgj =  
p
3 sin (4.8)
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Therefore, tan can be calculated by Eqn. (4.9) and sin can be calculated
by Eqn. (4.10).
tan =
gz + gy   2gxp
3(gz   gy)
(4.9)
sin =   (gx + gy + gz)p
3
p
g2x + g
2
y + g
2
z
(4.10)
Finally, these angles are calculated by Eqn. (4.11) and Eqn. (4.12) because
the gravitational components are directly proportional to the output voltages of
the sensor (Ux, Uy, and Uz).
 = arctan 2
n
[(Uz   Ux) + (Uy   Ux)] ;
p
3(Uz   Uy)
o
(4.11)
 = arcsin
"
  (Ux + Uy + Uz)p
3
p
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z
#
(4.12)
4.2.4 Interference Cancellation Mechanism
The EMI cancellation is demonstrated by adding noise to all sensor signals. In
practical calculation, all voltages in Eqn. (4.11) and Eqn. (4.12) must be substi-
tuted by measured voltages (Umx, Umy, and Umz) which are the sums of signals
(Ux, Uy, and Uz) and external noise (n). Here, according to [21] and the conrma-
tion in Sec. 3.4.2, the author assumed that the external noise on three conductors
of twisted cable in this study is also identical. After rewriting Eqn. (4.11) and
Eqn. (4.12), all terms of n in Eqn. (4.11) are eliminated by subtractions of dieren-
tial voltages. Hence, the external noise cannot aect the roll angle. In contrast,
all terms of n are remained in Eqn. (4.12); their random variation causes un-
known errors in the pitch angle. This inuence is inevitable because all voltages
in Eqn. (4.12) are single-ended, as in the formulas of the conventional method
which can be found in [15, 20, 37].
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4.2.5 Calibration Processes
The calibration processes include sensor calibration and orientation adjustment.
In the rst process, the output scale factor and zero-g bias level of the sensor were
calibrated based on [36]. At the beginning of the next process, the sensor was
mounted onto the object; an error of several degrees is acceptable. After that,
the orientation of the sensor was adjusted to satisfy the geometrical relations in
section 4.2.2. This calibration includes two steps: (i) while the object was aligned
on a horizontal plane ( =  = 0),  was adjusted to ensure that jgzj = jgyj
and gx = 0; (ii) while the object was aligned with O1-axis pointed vertically
downwards ( =  90 deg),  was adjusted to ensure that gz = gy = gx. These
two steps should be repeated to make sure all above requirements are satised
at the same time. It should be noted that the sensor misalignment absolutely
does not aect the EMI immunity. The EMI cancellation is due to using the
dierential voltages.
4.3 Simulations
4.3.1 Simulation Setup
In this study, the author set up a simulation model which is more realistic than
that in chapter 3. In Fig. 4.3, two virtual accelerometers whose sensitivity are 660
mV/g generate the ideal sensor signals (U) from the original angles (O and O).
All signals are added two types of the external noise: common-mode noise has
the RMS value of nc = 50{100 mV; dierential-mode noise (from six independent
sources) has the RMS value of nd = 0:5{1 mV, respectively. The ratio of nc to nd
was chosen based on the typical common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of devices
which use low cost twisted cables for transmitting analog signals [5]. Finally, two
methods calculate angles from disturbed signals (Um). Because the roll angle
cannot be determined by accelerometer when O = 90 deg, all simulations are
performed with the range of O is  89 to +89 deg and O is  180 to +180 deg.
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Figure 4.3: One common-mode noise source and six dierential-mode noise
sources in the simulation model
4.3.2 Simulation Results
The results of both methods were evaluated by subtracting the corresponding
original values from the computed values. Figure 4.4 shows the results when
there is no external noise (nc = nd = 0). In this case, all dierences are equal to
zero. This proves that the new equations calculate the angles as precisely as the
conventional formulas. When nc = 50 mV, the upper graph in Fig. 4.5(a) shows
small errors in the roll angle of the proposed method. Hence, this angle is almost
immune to the external noise. In contrast, the lower graph in Fig. 4.5(a) and both
graphs in Fig. 4.5(b) show large errors in three remaining angles. This means
that the random noise has signicant eects on them. Another simulation with a
higher noise intensity (Fig. 4.6) also conrmed the similar results. Furthermore,
the higher noise level induces the larger errors in these angles; and the changes in
angle errors depend on the magnitude of the pitch angle. The statistical analysis
of the angle errors, therefore, is considered in the next test.
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Figure 4.4: Both methods compute the angles precisely when there is no noise
Figure 4.5: Angle errors under the eects of the external noise: nc = 50 mV and
nd = 0:5 mV
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Figure 4.6: Angle errors under the eects of the external noise: nc = 100 mV and
nd = 1 mV
Table 4.1 shows mean and SD of the angle errors when the pitch angle is
changed from  89 to +89 deg. Consequently, clearer comparisons between the
angle errors are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. When the magnitude of O in-
creases, the SD of errors in P is almost small (0.1{2.0 deg), while that of C is
greater and has a signicant increase (9.3{73.9 deg). In other words, the preci-
sion of the proposed method is signicantly higher than that of the conventional
method. Furthermore, both of them depend on the slope of the object: the higher
slope, the lower precision. Changing this slope also has dierent eects on the
SD of errors in P and C which are disturbed strongly by noise. Regarding the
measurement accuracy, there is little dierence between two methods because
the mean values of all angles are small, except C when 60  jC j  89 deg.
Although the mean values of all angles are generally small, the reliability of C ,
P , and C are very low because of their high variations. In contrast, the value
of P truly reects the orientation of the sensor.
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Table 4.1: Mean values and SD of angle errors on some specic ranges of the
pitch angle
Range
No.
Values of
O (deg)
Mean (and SD) of errors (deg)
In P In C In P In C
1  89 to  80 0  1.0 0.6 6.2
(1.9) (73.0) (3.2) (8.0)
2  80 to  60 0 0.4 1.5 2.5
(0.3) (33.5) (7.0) (8.2)
3  60 to  30 0 0.1 2.0 0.7
(0.1) (13.5) (11.3) (8.3)
4  30 to 0 0 0 1.0 0.3
(0.1) (9.3) (13.8) (8.8)
5 0 to 30
0 0.1  0.9  0.2
(0.1) (9.4) (13.9) (8.9)
6 30 to 60
0  0.1  1.8  0.7
(0.1) (13.9) (11.3) (8.3)
7 60 to 80
0 0.2  1.6  2.3
(0.3) (34.4) (7.1) (8.3)
8 80 to 89
0 0.8  0.5  6.2
(2.0) (73.9) (2.5) (8.1)
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Figure 4.7: Errors in the computed roll angles in dierent ranges of the original
pitch angle
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Figure 4.8: Errors in the computed pitch angles in dierent ranges of the original
pitch angle
4.4 Experiments
4.4.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments were conducted with a mechanical system. Fig. 4.9(a) shows a
sensor mounting frame which has two mounting points for two accelerometers.
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Figure 4.9: Mechanical system in experiments: (a) sensor mounting frame and
(b) rotation frame
Around each sensor, there are four bolts and rubber spacers for orientation adjust-
ment. The mounting frame was attached in a rectangular box which can be ro-
tated about two perpendicular axes in the rotation frame, as shown in Fig. 4.9(b).
The true rotation angles were measured by two encoders and a microcontroller
circuit (ATmega128, Atmel).
In order to evaluate the eects of EMI only, all measurements were conducted
under fully static conditions. The whole system was installed at the place where
the background vibration is negligible. The rotation angles were xed at specic
values before capturing the signal. In each test, the signals from the sensors were
sampled at the highest rate of the DAQ device (100 kHz) in 1 s. The high speed
allows capturing as much noise as possible. The EMI sources are all natural and
man-made sources present around the measurement system.
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4.4.2 Experimental Results
Similar to the experiments in the previous study, a comparison between the RMS
values of common-mode and dierential-mode interference was repeated in a new
conguration. Noise in each single-ended signal was approximated by the dier-
ence between the instantaneous voltage and its mean value. In Fig. 4.10, measured
noises in three single-ended signals change identically; their RMS values are 104.8
mV, 104.3 mV, and 102.4 mV. On the other hand, the RMS values of following
dierential noises are 6.8 mV and 6.7 mV. This means that the noise power in
dierential signals is about 230 times (23.6 dB) smaller than the noise power in
single-ended signals.
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Figure 4.10: Measured noises in single-ended signals and dierential signals
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After that, the eects of noise on computed angles are demonstrated in Fig 4.11,
with the true angles are: O =  45 deg and O = 80 deg. In the rst graph, the
roll angle computed by the proposed method is nearly equal to the true value,
whereas the angle computed by the conventional method changes very fast in
a range from  77 to  12 deg (error is up to 33 deg). In the second graph,
the value computed by the proposed method seems to be better than the result
of the conventional method; actually, this could be changed, depending on the
orientation.
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Figure 4.11: Dierences between the angles of two methods when O =  45 deg
and O = 80 deg
In the last experiment, angle errors on some specic orientations were reported
in Table 4.2. In addition, the comparisons between the errors of each angle are
clearly shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. First, the mean values of all errors were
compared. They are dierent and not greater than 1.6 deg. Sometimes, the errors
of the proposed method are smaller than the errors of the conventional method
and vice versa. Hence, there is no remarkable disparity between the accuracy of
the two methods. Second, the SD of errors in the roll angles were considered.
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Table 4.2: Angle errors (mean and SD) on some specic orientations
Test
No.
True angles (deg) Mean (and SD) of errors (deg)
O O In P In C In P In C
1  90 -
- - 0.8 1.4
- - (0.1) (0.9)
2  80 15
 0.4 1.3  0.8 0.2
(0.5) (7.2) (0.3) (1.7)
3  60  130
 1.3  1.5  0.2  1.3
(0.2) (4.5) (1.4) (0.7)
4  30 55
 0.7 0.6  0.4  0.6
(0.1) (0.5) (1.9) (0.3)
5 0 0
 0.2 0 0.1 0.1
(0.1) (1.7) (2.2) (1.7)
6 30 170
 0.6  0.7  0.4 0.7
(0.2) (2.4) (1.9) (0.7)
7 60  95
 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
(0.2) (2.9) (1.1) (0.6)
8 80  45
 1.6 1.5 0.6  0.4
(0.5) (12.4) (0.4) (0.5)
9 90 -
- -  1.4  1.5
- - (0.1) (1.0)
The proposed method always has smaller errors than the conventional method.
The reduction ratio is from 5 times (when O = 55 deg and O =  30 deg) to
22.5 times (when O =  130 deg and O =  60 deg). This means that the
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precision of the proposed method is signicantly higher than the conventional
method. In addition, the graphs in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 also conrm the changes
in angle errors when the slope of the object increases, as in the simulation results.
Particularly, when this slope is close to 90 deg, the roll angle computed by the
conventional method could be not reliable.
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Figure 4.12: Dierences between the errors in the computed roll angles
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Figure 4.13: Dierences between the errors in the computed pitch angles
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4.5 Discussion
By mounting the accelerometer on the new orientation, the proposed method
can compute the roll angle from the dierential voltages to take an advantage
of the dierential signaling technique. Both simulations and experiments have
conrmed the capability to reduce EMI of the proposed method. The roll angle
was measured precisely and accurately, although neither shielded cables nor lters
were used.
In comparison with the results in Sec. 3.3.2 and Sec. 3.4.2, there are some
remarkable dierences. First, in simulations, the results of the previous study
seem to be better than the current study. Actually, the disparities are due to
the simulation models. If the same model is used in both studies, there is no
signicant dierence. Second, in experiments, the mean values of the angle errors
are strongly reduced in this study, as the result of the new calibration processes.
This mean that even the sensor is mounted on a special orientation, the systematic
error is less a problem if the whole system is well calibrated.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the author has developed and validated a new EMI cancellation
method for accelerometers in measuring the roll angle. In this method, the roll
angle is completely calculated from the dierences in voltage between the sen-
sor outputs. Hence, the common-mode interference induced in connection wires
is rejected by a well-known mechanism, as in dierential systems. The EMI
immunity has been achieved by a new design which takes an advantage of the
dierential signaling technique within the single-ended system. Both simulations
and experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the EMI immunity. The
results showed that the angle errors were reduced 5{22.5 times, depending on
each orientation. Moreover, the proposed method neither improved nor degraded
the accuracy of the pitch angle. Therefore, this study has partially addressed a
drawback of the analog sensor in orientation measurement without the need for
additional hardware or software.
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Chapter 5
EMI Reduction: Solution for
Both Non-Euler Angles and
Overall Evaluations
This chapter not only presents a solution for the last research on EMI reduction
but also provides overall evaluations of the three presented studies. First, the
author introduces a solution to improve the EMI immunity of both tilt angles
simultaneously when the non-Euler angles are used to represent the tilt. The
key mechanism of this study is similar to that in the previous studies; however,
the rotation matrices are changed, and therefore the sensor is mounted on new
orientations. Second, the novelty and applicability of the three introduced studies
are reviewed by evaluating the common advantages and disadvantages of the key
idea. In this section, some alternative solutions of the proposed methods are
also theoretically introduced. Because of the similarity in the EMI reduction
mechanism, only key contributions which are rotation matrix and main formulas
are mentioned.
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5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, when the Euler angles are used to dene the two com-
ponents of the tilt, only one tilt angle can be improved in each study. Because
the roles of  and  are really dierent, each of them has dedicated applica-
tions. Therefore, the use of two separated sensors would be considered when the
precision of both angles are required at the same time.
In some cases, there is another method that is using the non-Euler angles. This
solution should be considered if the tilt can be represented by two components
whose roles are interchangeable, in more details: they are dened by the similar
descriptions, as in [28, 30]; the equations which compute these angles have the
same form; and the angles have the same range of values (e.g.,  90 to +90 deg or
0 to +180 deg). This type of the tilt angles is suitable for the systems in which
the inclinations of two individual coordinate axes (with respect to the gravity or
horizontal plane) need to be determined or maintained.
The use of the non-Euler angles has some advantages. Because of the de-
nition, the change in one angle does not aect the remaining one. For instance,
in Fig. 2.4, a rotation about the O2-axis can change 1 to any value while 2 is
constant; and a rotation about the O1-axis can adjust 2 while 1 is unchanged.
Meanwhile, in Fig. 2.3, when the two angles are dened by a rotation sequence
that is yaw-pitch-roll, the change in one angle could aect the other. Here, ad-
justing the roll angle (, the third rotation) while the pitch angle (, the second
rotation) is xed can be done easily by rotating the object about the O2-axis.
However, it is dicult to change the pitch angle while the roll angle is kept con-
stant. This movement cannot be done by only one elemental rotation. Another
advantage of using the non-Euler angle is that both 1 and 2 can be determined
in all orientations. Meanwhile, although the Euler angles have some merits in
attitude expression [16, 22],  cannot be computed when  = 90 deg. Even
when jj is not exactly equal to 90 deg, the value of  may not be precise and
should not be used [37].
This chapter has two separated hafts. In the rst one, a method of EMI
reduction for both 1 and 2 is proposed. This method uses the same reduction
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mechanism as in chapters 3 and 4. Thus, only main contributions, including
denition of the new orientation and the process of developing the new equations,
are shown. The novelty of the study is both angles can be simultaneously immune
to EMI instead of only one angle as in the previous chapters. In the second haft,
the author evaluates the common advantages as well as the disadvantages of the
three presented methods and introduces a equivalent mounting orientation for
each study.
5.2 Solution of EMI Reduction for Both Non-
Euler Angles
5.2.1 New Mounting Orientation
X
Z
Conventional orientation Proposed orientation
Y
O2
O1
O3
y
z
x
Y
X
Z
y x
z
α
γ
Figure 5.1: The denition of the proposed orientation in measuring both non-
Euler tilt angles
Figure 5.1 illustrates the new mounting orientation for the accelerometer. This
orientation is dened by a rotation matrix that rotates the XYZ-frame about the
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X-axis by  rst, and then about the new Z-axis by . The values of  and
 are proposed in Eqn. (5.1). Both  and  have positive values because they
represent the rotations which appear counterclockwise when observing in the
negative direction of the axes.




=

arctan
p
2
=4

(5.1)
5.2.2 New Calculation Formulas
The conventional formulas and the rotation matrix are combined to build the
new formulas. First, two elemental rotation matrices expressed in Eqn. (2.6) and
Eqn. (2.8) were combined to calculate R1;2 in Eqn. (5.2). After substituting
the given values of  and , all elements of R1;2 are calculated and shown in
Eqn. (5.3). Hence, the relation between the gravitational components on the two
coordinate systems can be determined in Eqn. (5.4).
R1;2 = RZ()RX()
=
24 cos  cos sin  sin sin   sin  cos cos  cos  sin
0   sin cos
35 (5.2)
R1;2 =
p
6
6
24 p3 1 p2 p3 1 p2
0  2 p2
35 (5.3)
24 gxgy
gz
35 = p6
6
24 p3gX + gY +p2gZ p3gX + gY +p2gZ
 2gY +
p
2gZ
35 (5.4)
The tilt angles can be calculated by combining the sub-equations in Eqn. (5.4).
First, by adding or subtracting each side of a sub-equation from the corresponding
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sides of the others, two intermediate equations are achieved, as in Eqn. (5.5) and
Eqn. (5.6).
gx   gy =
p
2gX (5.5)
gx + gy   2gz =
p
6gY (5.6)
Therefore, on the basis of the equations in Sec. 2.2.2.3, 1 can be calculated
by Eqn. (5.7) and 2 can be calculated by Eqn. (5.8).
1 = arcsin

 gXjgj

= arcsin
"
1p
2
(gy   gx)p
g2x + g
2
y + g
2
z
#
(5.7)
2 = arcsin

 gYjgj

= arcsin
"
1p
6
(2gz   gy   gx)p
g2x + g
2
y + g
2
z
#
(5.8)
Finally, these angles are calculated by Eqn. (5.9) and Eqn. (5.10) because the
gravitational components are directly proportional to the output voltages of the
sensor. Here, the value of U is dened in Eqn. (5.11).
1 = arcsin

1p
2
(Uy   Ux)
U

(5.9)
2 = arcsin

1p
6
[(Uz   Uy) + (Uz   Ux)]
U

(5.10)
U =
q
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z (5.11)
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5.2.3 Interference Cancellation Mechanism
Once again, the EMI cancellation is demonstrated by adding noise to all sensor
signals. In practical calculation, all voltages in Eqn. (5.9) and Eqn. (5.10) must be
substituted by the measured voltages which are the sums of signals and external
noise (n). According to the Sec. 3.2.3, although the external noise aects the
signals, the value of U can be recovered by ltering the disturbed value (Um)
with a low cuto frequency. This lter does not degrade the response speed of
the whole system.
After rewriting Eqns. (5.9) and (5.10) with the actual measured voltages,
all terms of n in both equations are eliminated by subtractions of dierential
voltages. Hence, the external noise cannot aect 1 and 2. In other words, the
new method can measure both tilt angles without the eects of the common-mode
interference.
5.3 Overall Evaluations
5.3.1 Advantages and Challenges
In three chapters, the author has proposed, developed, and validated a new idea of
EMI reduction for the analog accelerometers. Both simulations and experiments
conrmed the notable improvement that is the computed values of one or two
tilt angles can be immune to external noise without shielded cables, shielding
systems, lters, and preprocessors. In other words, the new methods can measure
the angles precisely and accurately within a minimum resource.
In general, the precision depends on the intrinsic noise density of sensors and
quality of twisted cables. Meanwhile, the accuracy depends on the linearity of
accelerometers and alignment of orientation [11]. Because the noise density of
the sensor is not low enough (45 g=
p
Hz), a comparison between the proposed
methods and other EMI suppression methods was not presented in this work.
This comparison should be performed only if the intrinsic noise of the sensor
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is considerably smaller than the external interference after being suppressed. In
other words, the better method cannot be determined by a low cost accelerometer.
The proposed methods can be combined with the others reduction methods
such as using shielding systems, shielded cables, or lters to enhance the reliability
of the results [9]. In analog systems, the combinations between the traditional
solutions and new physical designs are widely used to enhance the noise immunity.
For instance, good printed circuit boards and well-designed integrated circuits
themselves partly reject the electromagnetic interference [41, 43].
In the proposed methods, quantity and size of the connection wires are other
advantages. In spite of using the dierential voltages, the proposed methods
need three wires instead of six wires for transmitting three signals, as the nor-
mal dierential conguration. The twisted cable in each study has a size of 0.5
mm, and could be much smaller if needed. In particular, a smaller twist cable
may have a greater number of twists per meter, and therefore has better EMI
cancellation [23]. However, when the distance between conductors is small, the
eect of coupling capacitance on high frequency signals should be considered. In
some applications, for example, in surgical robots or exible endoscopes, small
twisted wires can save more space than a set of three coaxial cables which have
multi-layer materials.
There is another approach method that is using a truly dierential cong-
uration. In this case, there is the need for a dierential accelerometer or the
combination between a single-ended sensor and converters. The converters trans-
form the single-ended signals to dierential signals before transmitting. However,
this long-established technique has its own limitations such as: the dierential
accelerometer is not commonly used; the converters require mounting space, sep-
arated power supply, and two electrical wires for each dierential signal. Hence,
the applicability of this solution may be limited.
Finally, the diculty of sensor mounting was considered. The rotated ac-
celerometer requires an adapter or a special circuit to convert the conventional
orientation to the proposed orientation. Assembling adapter can be done with a
high precision machine tool; however, the size of the sensor unit could increase.
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This challenge may be less of a problem when the sensor is mounted separately.
Particularly, when the accelerometer is far from the processing circuit, the pro-
posed method could be an eective solution. In some cases, the attachment of
the sensor can be done easier if there are some equivalent mounting methods.
This idea is partially developed in the next sections.
5.3.2 Alternative Solution for the Non-Euler Angles
In the study of EMI reduction for the non-Euler angles, there is another rotation
sequence that can be used to dene the new mounting orientation of the sensor.
In this sequence, the sensor is rotated about the Y-axis by  =   arctanp2
rst, and then about the new Z-axis by  =  45 deg. Hence, the corresponding
rotation matrix can be calculated in Eqn. (5.12)
R01;2 =
p
6
6
24 1  p3 p21 p3 p2
 2 0 p2
35 (5.12)
By using this rotation matrix, the new calculation formulas can be built in
the same way as the steps in Sec. 5.2. The detailed equations are formulated in
Appendix C. The nal calculations are shown in Eqns. (5.13) and (5.14). These
equations are similar to those of the rst solution. However, the positions of the
two angles are exchanged and the sign of the numerator in Eqn. (5.14) has been
reversed. Because the two tilt angles are computed from the dierential voltages,
they are immune to external EMI.
1 = arcsin

1p
6
[(Uz   Uy) + (Uz   Ux)]
U

(5.13)
2 = arcsin

1p
2
(Ux   Uy)
U

(5.14)
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5.3.3 Alternative Solutions for the Euler Angles
In the latest research results, each method in chapter 3 and chapter 4 can be
implemented by another solution. In the method of EMI reduction for the pitch
angle, the same EMI cancellation capability can be achieved without the rotation
of the sensor about the X-axis. In other words, the new mounting orientation
(xyz-frame) is dened from the conventional (XYZ-frame) only by the rotation
about the Z-axis. The rotation angle is unchanged, equal to 45 deg. Therefore,
this conversion is more optimized and the implementation is simpler than the
previously proposed design. After formulating the equations (see Appendix A),
the rotation matrix and angle calculations are expressed in Eqns. (5.15), (5.16),
and (5.17).
R0 =
1
2
24 p2 p2 0 p2 p2 0
0 0 2
35 (5.15)
sin =
p
2
2
(Uy   Ux)p
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z
(5.16)
tan =
Ux + Uyp
2Uz
(5.17)
In the method of EMI reduction for the roll angle, there is another design in
which the rotation matrix rotates the sensor about the Y-axis by  = arctan
p
2
rst, and then about the new X-axis by  = 45 deg. The main formulas, therefore,
are achieved as in Eqns. (5.18), (5.19), and (5.20). The detailed convertion steps
can be found in Appendix B.
R0 =
p
6
6
24 p2 0  2p2 p3 1p
2  p3 1
35 (5.18)
 = arctan 2
np
3(Uy   Uz); [(Uz   Ux) + (Uy   Ux)]
o
(5.19)
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 = arcsin
"
  (Ux + Uy + Uz)p
3
p
U2x + U
2
y + U
2
z
#
(5.20)
5.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, the author has introduced a method of EMI reduction when the
non-Euler angles are used to represent the tilt. The most important advantage of
this study is both components of the tilt can be improved at the same time. Hence,
by using only one sensor mounted on the proposed orientation, the tilt angles can
be immune to the external EMI without the need for additional software and
hardware.
After introducing the last research on EMI reduction, the author has reviewed
the advantages and disadvantages to highlight the novelty and applicability of the
three presented studies. Although there are some shortcomings that need to be
addressed in a further research, the proposed studies have partially solved the
limitations of the tilt measurement technique. Moreover, this chapter provides
some alternative designs for the presented studies. This supplementation allows
designers to choose the solution which is more convenient for their applications.
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Chapter 6
Sensor Fusion in Tilt
Measurement for Surgical
Devices
This chapter presents a new method for estimating the tilt angles of endoscopic
images in static and dynamic states. Disorientation is one of the major challenges
in NOTES procedures. Reorientation allows surgeons or gastroenterologists to
work in o-axis conditions and provides an important reference for coupling a
secondary image. This study presents a new sensor-fusion method for reduc-
ing the shock-based error. The key algorithm is a special predict-and-choose
process which combines the accelerometer readings and the output data of a tri-
axial gyroscope to predict the gravitational components. The prediction data
are used to calculate the tilt angles. The result is evaluated by being applied in
a well-known application, endoscopic horizon stabilization. Compared with the
reference method, the proposed method has notable advantages. The simulation
and experimental results showed small errors, smooth angle change, and a small
delay time. The tilt angles are reliable without any cumulative error under the
prolonged motion [8].
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6.1 Introduction
NOTES is a recently invented surgical technique that allows access to the human
body through natural orices. A exible endoscope is taken into the human body
through a natural entry, such as the mouth, vagina, or anus [14]. Surgeons can
perform the procedures with at least two working instrument channels, a camera,
and an illumination system. This technique can minimize common complications
such as wound infections, incisional hernias, postoperative pain, and adhesions.
By avoiding skin incisions, NOTES has clinical and aesthetic advantages over
other techniques [33].
Accessing the abdominal cavity through natural orices makes it dicult to
maintain spatial orientation. The direction of the camera mounted on the tip
of the exible endoscope changes continuously during the procedure. The endo-
scopic image can be rotated upside down, retroexed, or oriented toward other
reverse observation angles [34]. This can be a signicant barrier for even expe-
rienced surgeons. The Natural Orice Surgery Consortium for Assessment and
Research (NOSCAR) working group identied many fundamental challenges to
the safe introduction of NOTES [39]. Maintaining spatial orientation was iden-
tied as a vital requirement for every NOTES system. The group also suggested
an electronic video stabilization/rectication solution and the use of multiple
cameras to get a better in-line view of the operative eld.
In this chapter, the author proposes a new sensor-fusion method for estimat-
ing the endoscopic orientation. The main sensor is a MEMS module that contains
a triaxial accelerometer and a triaxial gyroscope. In the static state, three gravi-
tational components (g-components) are accelerometer readings. In the dynamic
state, the predict-and-choose process is used to estimate the next values of g-
components from the current values. At each time-step, rstly, the eects of the
three rotational components are separated into each of g-components to calculate
the elemental changes. These amounts are used to predict some future values for
g-components. Finally, the proposed algorithm chooses the most suitable value
by analyzing the dierence among prediction values and newest accelerometer
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readings. In addition, a feedback loop is used to reduce not only the predic-
tion deviation but also the sensor errors. The results are guaranteed to be good
and without cumulative error. By using the prediction algorithm, the proposed
method allows the small time delay and high speed responses.
The proposed method was tested by applying the results to a well-known
application, endoscopic horizon stabilization. Many testing conditions in both
simulation and experiment were used. In some conditions, the acceleration could
reach up to 10 m/s2, which is roughly equal to 1 g. The comparison with the
reference method shows notable advantages of the proposed method. The testing
results show a smaller error in angle, a smaller ripple, and a shorter time delay,
even though the complexity and the size of the required hardware are similar.
6.2 Proposed Method
6.2.1 Additional Hardware and Data Characteristic
6.2.1.1 System Hardware
In addition to a computer and display devices, the system hardware consists of
two major units. Figure 6.1 shows the inertial measurement unit (IMU), which
contains a triaxial accelerometer and a triaxial gyroscope. The tiny circuit of
IMU is hermetically sealed and attached to the tip of the exible endoscope as
shown in Fig. 6.2(a). Four tiny wires connect the IMU to an external box. The
external box contains an 8-bit microcontroller and a video capture device. Both
sensor data and captured video signal are sent to the computer for processing.
This is the basic conguration for horizon stabilization. For other applications,
additional hardware and software may be necessary.
6.2.1.2 Input Data
The input data is the motion of IMU. In surgery, the acceleration and angu-
lar velocity have their own characteristic. During the surgical procedure, the
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Figure 6.1: System overview with key components and key processes in the basic
application
linear velocity of endoscope cannot be high. Thus, the magnitude of a is gen-
erally small or its direction changes alternately. When a is high in a motion,
the duration cannot be long to avoid the rapid change in linear velocity. Other
random movements and vibrations also introduce random changes in the sensor
data. Therefore, each accelerometer reading Fk generally uctuates around the
corresponding g-component gk. In other words, the mean value of Fk in each
narrow window reects the tendency of gk to change. Here, the subscript k is
used instead of x, y, and z to represent their collections (e.g., Fk means Fx, Fy,
and/or Fz). The above characteristic will be used in later sections.
6.2.1.3 Output Data
The key output of the system is the tilt angles of the endoscopic camera. In
Fig. 6.2(b), the roll angle () is the rotation angle of the camera image. The
angle pitch angle () is the angular slope of the exible endoscope tip. Hence,
 is the most important data. It should be noted that , , and 	 cannot be
calculated from !x, !y, and !z by simple linear function because their reference
frames are dierent.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: The tip of the exible endoscope: (a) position of the IMU and (b)
three elemental rotations
6.2.2 Sensor Fusion
The predict-and-choose process are used to combine data from accelerometer and
gyroscope. In this process, the key operation is estimating the g-components
under all conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. In any static state, F and g are
identical. The g-components are directly measured with the accelerometer and
the time point (n) is set to zero. When motion appears, the predict-and-choose
process iteratively estimates g whenever getting the new data from sensors. The
main steps are described in following subsections.
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Figure 6.3: Sensor-fusion in the predict-and-choose process
6.2.2.1 Predicting Many Values
At each time-step, rstly, the elemental changes in gk are estimated. The eects
of each elemental rotation on each gravitational component are quantied. In
Fig. 6.4(a), the inuence of the rotation about Z-axis is considered. The compo-
nent gz is unchanged, whereas gy and gx are changed. The projection gyx becomes
g0yx; their magnitudes are equal. The angle r
0
z can be calculated from gx, gy, and
!z. Using g
0
yx and r
0
z, we can compute gx;1 and gy;1. Therefore, the rotation about
the Z-axis changes gx and gy by amounts that are determined by the dierence
between them and gx;1 and gy;1. Similarly, the change in gx and gz caused by the
rotation about the Y-axis and the change in gy and gz arising from the rotation
about the X-axis can be calculated, as shown in Fig. 6.4(b). Thus, six elemental
changes ( values) are computed by using Eqn. (6.1) and then Eqn. (6.2). In
Eqn. (6.1), coecient  is used to slightly adjust the angular velocity. During
some rst time-steps,  = 1; this gain coecient will be changed later.
24 r0xr0y
r0z
35 =
24 arctan 2(gyn ; gzn) + ( !xn)tarctan 2(gzn ; gxn) + ( !yn)t
arctan 2(gxn ; gyn) + ( !zn)t
35 (6.1)
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Figure 6.4: Gravitational vector changes caused by each rotation component: (a)
rotation about Z-axis changes gx and gy; (b) rotation about the X-axis changes
gy and gz; and the rotation about the Y-axis changes gz and gx
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After getting the elemental changes, the magnitude of each gkn+1 is predicted.
This step seems not to be complicated. Actually, the six elemental changes de-
pend on not only the motion, but also unknown sensor errors and random noise.
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Under the inuence of error and noise, the  values could be changed in mag-
nitude and reversed in sign. Therefore, instead of using only one expression for
predicting gkn+1 , the author exibly adjusts gk in many ways to get a set of pre-
diction values. Basically, on each axis, we get k1 to k4 by adding or subtracting
the  values as in Eqn. (6.3). On the other hand, the feedback loop allows using
k5 to k8 to improve the smoothness of the result. The most suitable value is
chosen in the next step.
266666666664
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
377777777775
= gkn +
266666666664
k;1 +k;2
k;1  k;2
 k;1 +k;2
 k;1  k;2
k;1
 k;1
k;2
 k;2
377777777775
(6.3)
6.2.2.2 Choosing the Most Suitable Value
The approximate value of gkn+1 is chosen from eight values of ki. Firstly, the vari-
ation of Fk is considered. As soon as the accelerometer updates Fkn+1 , the author
uses Eqn. (6.4) to quantify and Eqn. (6.5) to accumulate the uctuation. Coef-
cient k is calculated from a sliding window of w past time-steps. The random
vibration of IMU generally makes k decreases, whereas the directed movement
of IMU generally makes k increases. Thus, a threshold of 0 between 0 and 1
is used to identify the inuence of motion. Secondly, eight dierences between ki
and Fkn+1 are considered. When motion is gentle, the smallest dierence points
out the best prediction value. When motion becomes stronger: if vibration has
less eect (k  0), the smallest dierence still determines which ki is chosen; if
vibration has greater eect (k < 0), the second smallest dierence is used to de-
termine which ki will be gkn+1 . Hence, the elemental changes are used to exibly
adjust g-components at each time-step. Because of the mentioned characteristic
in Sec. 6.2.1.2, this algorithm makes the prediction follows the true value of gk.
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Although Fk still aects predicted gk, using some additional thresholds of k may
reduce the ripple.
kn = Fkn+1   gkn (6.4)
k =
jPw 1i=0 kn ijPw 1
i=0 jkn ij
(6.5)
6.2.3 Angle Calculation and Feedback
6.2.3.1 Angle Calculation
Three values of gx, gy, and gz reect the tilt angles of the IMU. The value of 
is computed by using Eqn. (2.12) while  is computed by Eqn. (2.13). These
formulas are widely used in aircraft instrumentation, inertial navigation systems,
and mobile devices [13, 15, 37].
6.2.3.2 Feedback Loop
A feedback loop is used to adjust the gain coecient () of the angular velocity.
The adjustment relies on the comparison between the tilt angles and two raw an-
gles. In Fig. 6.3, the tilt angles ( and ) are calculated from the g-components,
whereas the raw angles (' and #) are calculated from the components of F by the
similar formulas. The gain coecient is adjusted against the dierence between
tilt angles and raw angles in many consecutive time-steps.
The adjustment has two goals: to improve prediction errors and to improve
sensor errors. The prediction errors are generated when using the approximate
values in the previous step. Stronger uctuation of F generally causes the larger
prediction errors and the rapid change in angles. This eect is partly evaluated
by n in Eqn. (6.6). Here, the osets between tilt angles and raw angles aect
numerators while the rapid change in raw angles aects the denominators. A pos-
itive factor d is used to limit the dynamic range of n. Equation (6.7) updates 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by accumulating all eects in a sliding window of v past time-steps. Generally,
the uctuation of F makes  slightly decrease whereas the constant osets be-
tween two types of angles make  slightly increase. In other words, the angular
velocity will be slowed down under vibration and sped up when the mean values
of the raw angles change faster than those of the tilt angles. In actual implement,
because the value of  is always greater than or equal to 1, the initial sensitivity
of the gyroscope is chosen to be smaller than its typical value. During the oper-
ation, the eective sensitivity is automatically changed. By this adjustment, the
feedback loop can reduce not only the ripple in output angles but also the sensor
errors. The second improvement includes scale-factor errors and non-linearity.
These errors have a notable impact on systems that use MEMS gyroscopes [26].
n =
jn   'n 1j
d+ j'n   'n 1j +
jn   #n 1j
d+ j#n   #n 1j (6.6)
 = 1 +
Pv 1
i=0 n i
v
(6.7)
6.2.4 Other Processes
6.2.4.1 Data Downsampling
In the microcontroller, a downsampling process is used to manage the high data
rate from the sensors. Both accelerometer and gyroscope can provide several
hundred samples per second. These values are much higher than the video frame
rate. Some downsampling algorithms have been published previously [18]. In
this study, the author chose the simple method of using the mean value, as in
Eqn. (6.8) and Eqn. (6.9). Here, the values of the downsampling ratio (rF and
r!) are commonly chosen based on the ratios of the output data rates and the
video frame rate.
24 FxFy
Fz
35 = 1
rF

rFX
i=1
24 FxiFyi
Fzi
35 (6.8)
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24 !x!y
!z
35 = 1
r!

r!X
i=1
24 !xi!yi
!zi
35 (6.9)
6.2.4.2 Image Rotation
The image rotation is the last step in horizon stabilization. This process is per-
formed by the software in the computer [20]. Only  is used to rectify the image
orientation. The value of  is used to determine the region where the rectication
should be skipped. When  is near 90, horizon stabilization is meaningless.
6.2.4.3 Sensor Calibration
Sensor calibration before the rst use is very important. In MEMS, the sensor
error depends on the technology and on thermal stresses during soldering [37].
The calibration processes can be found in [36] for accelerometer and [26] for
gyroscope. In this study, the accelerometer is calibrated for gain error and zero-g
oset error. The gyroscope is calibrated for zero oset error only. All calibration
factors are stored either in the microcontroller or in the computer.
6.3 Simulations
6.3.1 Simulation Setup
In simulations, a virtual IMU is created as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). Two functions
f1 and f2 of time are used to control the continuous variability of the original tilt
angles. The original angles were used to generate the ideal data. Two random
noise sources n1 and n2 are added to !k and Fk to create the output data of the
virtual IMU.
The simulations were conducted under various conditions. Four basic condi-
tions were used: (i) fully static; (ii) linear acceleration only; (iii) rotation with
small background vibration; and (iv) combined linear acceleration and rotation.
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Figure 6.5: Generating the simulation data in the virtual IMU: (a) schematic
diagram of virtual IMU and (b) original tilt angles for conditions (iii) and (iv),
 changes as a sine function and  changes as a linear function
In conditions (i) and (ii), tilt angles are constant,  =  45 deg and  = 30
deg. In conditions (iii) and (iv), f1 is a sine function and f2 is a linear function,
as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). The testing intensities of the linear acceleration were 0
m/s2, 3 m/s2, and 10 m/s2 (about 1 g). The background vibration was 0.5 m/s2,
n2 was equivalent to an acceleration of 0.3 m/s
2. The reference method is based
on that reported in [20], which is a well-known study on horizon stabilization in
NOTES.
6.3.2 Simulation Results
The results are evaluated according to the following criteria: accuracy, noise re-
moval, and time delay. In the simplest condition, fully static (i), both methods
give the same precise results. Figure 6.6 shows the simulation results for condi-
tion (ii). There is ripple in the reference method whereas the proposed method
correctly reects the stability of the tilt angles. Figure 6.7 shows the results for
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condition (iii). There is a time delay of about 0.2 s in the reference method.
Figure 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 show the simulation results for the condition (iv). When
the strength of linear acceleration is about 3 m/s2, the reference method gives
high ripple angles. In particular, when the intensity is 10 m/s2, the results do
not reect the tilt angle information because the angles are frozen. In contrast,
in both cases, the proposed method still follows the changes in the original tilt
angles. Moreover, there is little sudden change.
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Figure 6.6: Simulation results under condition (ii), linear acceleration only:
akmax = 3 m/s
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6.4 Experiments
6.4.1 Experimental Setup
Two experiments were conducted: with a rotation frame and with a real camera.
In the rst experiment, the rotation frame (Fig. 6.10) is used again. Rotations
about a1 and a2 are used to change  and . The true values of the tilt angles
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Figure 6.7: Simulation results under condition (iii), rotation with small back-
ground vibration: akmax = 0:5 m/s
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Figure 6.8: Simulation results under condition (iv), combined linear acceleration
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Figure 6.10: Rotation frame in the experiments
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can be computed from two high-resolution encoders mounted along the a1 and a2
axes. The accelerometer has a resolution of 16 bits and a full scale of 2 g. The
gyroscope also has a resolution of 16 bits and a full scale of 2000 deg/s. During
each test, the box that contains the IMU was rotated by hand continuously. Both
rotating direction and the angular velocity were changed smoothly to ensure that
the maximum rate is not greater than the scale of the gyroscope. The motion noise
was generated by a vibrator and the movement of the whole system on a horizontal
surface. Both methods estimated the orientation of the IMU simultaneously; the
results were recorded to being compared with the true angles provided by the
encoders.
In the second experiment, the tilt angles of both methods were used to correct
the orientation of real camera images. The camera was installed inside a circular
frame, which made of paper. The frame was painted with many horizontal colorful
lines to visually identify the image orientation. In this test, rst, the camera was
kept stable in some orientations to examine the performance of both methods in
static conditions. After that, the camera was continuously moved and vibrated to
verify the operation under dynamic conditions. In both cases, the better method
can be determined by comparing the direction of the rectied video frames with
the true orientation recognized by the colored lines.
6.4.2 Experimental Results
The rst experiment conrmed the simulation results. Figure 6.11 shows the
experimental results under a gentle motion; both methods give the good results.
The time delay of the reference method is about 0.2 s whereas that of the proposed
method is considerably smaller. When the motion becomes strong, as in Fig. 6.12,
many frozen periods appear in the results of the reference method. The angles
can be frozen up to 0.7 s. After these points, the tilt angles could change suddenly
by hundreds of degrees in only one video frame. On the opposite side, during this
time, the tilt angles of the proposed method still change smoothly.
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Figure 6.11: Experimental results when the motion noise is small
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Figure 6.12: Experimental results under the strong motion
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Figure 6.13: Using the output angles of both methods for horizon stabilization
under some conditions: (a) static state, (b) weak motion, (c) strong motion, and
(d) continuous strong motion
Figure 6.13 shows the testing results with real camera images. On each video
frame, a black orientation-arrow is manually inserted based on the horizontal
lines. In Fig. 6.13(a) and Fig. 6.13(b), when there is no motion or gentle motion,
both output images are rectied without any error. In Fig. 6.13(c), under the
stronger motion, the dierence appears. Some skew video frames can be detected
when using the angles of the reference method. In Fig. 6.13(d), the error becomes
large because the angles are frozen under the continuous motion.
6.5 Discussion
In addition to the main advantages of a small error, small time delay, and smooth
angle changes, the proposed method has other advantages. Because the algorithm
relies on the basic trigonometric functions, the whole calculation process can be
performed by low-performance systems. The compact software and its prediction
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algorithm minimize the time delay. The response speed can be enhanced by
changing the data rate. Lower downsampling ratios give a higher data rate and
faster angle update, which may be useful in some cases.
Fast updating the angles has both advantages and drawbacks. The redundant
data from the sensors is used to improve the reliability of the results by means
of downsampling which is actually a simple low-pass-lter. Hence, by reducing
the downsampling ratio, we can enhance the response speed and track any fast
change in the orientation. Consequently, the accuracy could increase if the linear
acceleration is minor. In the other cases, the accuracy depends on the spectrum
of acceleration: high frequency vibrations may degrade the stability, while slow
changes in the acceleration have less inuence. In horizon stabilization, the re-
sponse speed is limited by the video frame rate, an error of a few degrees is
acceptable, and the stability of the results is important; therefore, using a high
downsampling ratio (e.g., a ratio of 16 as in the simulations) or adding a digital
lter for the output angles is a good option.
In general application, when the mentioned characteristic in Sec. 6.2.1.2 is not
applicable, there is a common barrier for the inertial sensor-fusion techniques. If
the linear acceleration vector is nonzero and constant during many time-steps,
confusion could appear. Because F is the sum of g and a, it is dicult to
separate the eect of gravitational acceleration and linear acceleration. Even
when jFj equals to jgj, linear acceleration could be still changed continuously,
as depicted in Fig. 6.14. In this case, the gyroscope can take eect. Because of
sensor error and integration step, the precision may not be high. Better sensor-
fusion technique guarantees higher precision during longer time. The proposed
method should be evaluated under the similar condition in other research.
There are dierent opinions about spatial disorientation in NOTES. Beside
many studies identied the necessity of a xed horizon, Sodergren et al. had
another view about horizon stabilization [44]. The NOSCAR working group also
concluded that spatial disorientation can be overcome through practical experi-
ence [40]. However, these studies mention the combinations with a secondary
image source or interface for higher-level NOTES procedures. In this sense, the
orientation of each image could be an important reference. Another potential
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Figure 6.14: An example of the context in which the linear acceleration is nonzero
and changed continuously while jFj = jgj in many consecutive time-steps
application is in robot-assisted NOTES. Nowadays, the support of the surgical
robots is not unusual [25, 38].
Although mounting the IMU on existing exible endoscopes may limit the
performance, this should be less of a problem for the newer devices, in which the
sensors are directly integrated. The general purpose low-cost integrated MEMS
is only 3  3.5  1 mm. It is likely that a dedicated sensor for NOTES will be
much smaller.
6.6 Conclusion
Estimating the spatial orientation in NOTES is necessary for developing new sur-
gical devices. Hence, in this chapter, the author has proposed a new sensor-fusion
method for estimating the orientation in the surgical system. Both simulation and
experiment were conducted to evaluate the results. Compared with the reference
method, the results of this study had notable advantages; it was more accurate
and had a faster response. The exible predict-and-choose algorithm allowed the
tilt angles to be estimated without accumulation errors under various conditions,
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including large vibration, random noise, and continuous movement. In addition,
the IMU hardware is still small, simple, and similar to the existing devices.
In addition, the applicability of the study has also been considered. Although
horizon stabilization, which is the common application, may not be necessary for
some experienced surgeons, it could be helpful for other surgeons, gastroenterolo-
gists, and training activities. Other potential applications are in endoscopic image
coupling, image stabilization, and surgical robots. Future studies may contribute
to increasing the eciency of dedicated surgical instruments for NOTES.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
7.1 Conclusions
Tilt sensing is necessary for many applications in many elds. Although the
tilt angles can be dened in some specic ways, they are measured by the same
mechanism.
In this work, the author has proposed, developed, and validated two methods
for partially overcoming the common challenges in the tilt measurement tech-
nique. The rst method is introduced to address a drawback of the sensors,
whereas the second one is proposed to solve a limitation of the measurement
mechanism. Both methods have the same research objective that is to increase
the measurement precision and accuracy when the system operates in the actual
conditions.
The whole work is divided into four elemental studies and presented in seven
chapters. The work starts with an introduction of the main contents including
research objectives and major contributions. In the next chapter, the technical
background is briey presented and the related works are reviewed. The contents
of this chapter are very important for the remaining parts because they provide
the most necessary concepts in tilt measurement, all terminologies in the subse-
quent descriptions, and basic formulas for developing more complicated equations.
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The chapter ends with a summary of challenges and prevailing solutions in tilt
measurement.
On the basis of these challenges, the author has proposed four elemental stud-
ies in four consecutive chapters. They are also the main contributions of this work;
the detailed achievements are summarized as below:
 In chapter 3, the method of interference reduction in measuring the pitch
angle can reduce the noise power 165 times (about 22 dB) and error in
the pitch angle 2{20 times, when using the analog accelerometers. In other
words, this method can improve the EMI immunity of the second angle in
the yaw-pitch-roll sequence Euler angles without the need for any additional
software and hardware.
 In chapter 4, the method of interference reduction in measuring the roll
angle can reduce the noise power 230 times (about 23.6 dB) and error in the
roll angle 5{22.5 times, when using the analog accelerometers. Hence, this
method can improve the EMI immunity of the third angle with a minimum
resource. It should be noted that the rst angle in this sequence (yaw angle)
is not the tilt and cannot be determined by the accelerometers.
 In chapter 5, the method of interference reduction in measuring both com-
ponents of the tilt when these components are dened by the non-Euler
angles has been proposed and theoretically proved. After that, the overall
evaluations of the three presented studies have been summarized; and the
alternative design for each study has been introduced.
 In chapter 6, the method of sensor-fusion for tilt measurement in surgical
devices has been proposed and successfully validated by simulations and
experiments. The new algorithm allowed the tilt angles to be estimated
without accumulation errors under various conditions, including large vi-
bration, random noise, and continuous movement.
In conclusion, the above studies have been successfully presented and their
results could contribute to increasing the applicability of the tilt sensing technique
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in the medical eld. Moreover, the results of some chapters can be applied to the
measurement systems in a variety of elds.
7.2 Future Works
The studies in this work would be more useful and their applicability could be
expanded if the following works can be supplemented:
 In the methods of EMI reduction, the works which need to be performed
or should be solved by the better solutions are: (1) sensor calibration, (2)
crosstalk in the twisted cable, and (3) the possibility of sensor-fusion after
changing the mounting orientation. The improvements could be:
In (1), a more advanced calibration process should be proposed to re-
duce the systematic errors because in practical implementation, there may
be signicant misalignment in the rotated orientation of the sensor. The
misalignment can cause remarkable systematic errors in the computed an-
gles. Hence, the author is going to propose a method by which the mis-
alignment can be quantied and then the angles can be corrected.
In (2), the eects of crosstalk in the twisted cables need to be simulated
and measured. The results will be used to identify the suggested parameters
of the twisted cable when the bandwidth of the signals is given. In an
ongoing progress, the author uses the electrical model of the twisted pairs
to simulate the coupling eect in the three-core twisted cable. The results
will be available in a near future.
In (3), an algorithm to combine the data of the rotated accelerometer
and other sensors need to be taken into account. As mentioned in Sec. 2.3.3,
the combination of several sensors may be required to estimate the gravita-
tion components in the dynamic conditions. Consequently, the data of the
rotated sensor need to be processed by new sensor-fusion methods.
 In the study presented in chapter 6, the proposed method should be com-
pared with other methods which use both accelerometer and gyroscope in
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general conditions. The results could be helpful for other authors, engineers,
or technicians when choosing the solution for their works or their designs
in other elds. The comparison between the performances of the method
when changing its parameters should be also performed. The results would
be an important reference if the proposed sensor-fusion method is utilized
in another study.
If the above works are conducted in further studies and desired results are
obtained, the method of EMI reduction will be an eective solution for many ap-
plications and a variety of elds; meanwhile the method of sensor-fusion provides
another choice for related studies in the future.
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Appendix A
Equations Formulation for the
Pitch Angle
The following appendices present the detailed steps of equations formulation for
the alternative solutions of the three studies in chapters 3, 4, and 5. In each
appendix, for convenience, the equations are indexed similar to those in the cor-
responding study. Hence, the descriptions of the whole process can be omitted.
The rst appendix presents the detailed steps of equations formulation for the
alternative solution of the design in chapter 3, EMI reduction for the pitch angle.
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Appendix B
Equations Formulation for the
Roll Angle
This appendix presents the detailed steps of equations formulation for the alter-
native solution of the design in chapter 4, EMI reduction for the roll angle.
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Appendix C
Equations Formulation for the
Non-Enler Angles
This appendix presents the detailed steps of equations formulation for the al-
ternative solution of the design in chapter 5, EMI reduction for both non-Euler
angles.
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